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JURISDICTION 
The Supreme Court has original jurisdiction in this 
matter under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3) (j). This appeal was 
assigned to the Court of Appeals by the Supreme Court on April 26, 
1994. 
ISSUES PRESENTED 
I. JOHNSON MAY NOT CLAIM EQUITABLE SUBROGATION WHEN HE DOES 
NOT HAVE A VALID LIEN IN THE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO BE 
SUBROGATED TO A HIGHER LIEN POSITION. (See Record, pg. 
292-95) 
II. JOHNSON MAY NOT ASSUME WEST ONE'S SECURITY INTEREST IN 
GRAPHIC'S ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AS A "GUARANTOR" OF 
GRAPHIC'S DEBT TO WEST ONE BECAUSE HE DID NOT GUARANTY OR 
PAY GRAPHIC'S DEBT TO WEST ONE. (See Record, pg. 165-
171) 
III. EVEN IF JOHNSON COULD CLAIM SUBROGATION TO WEST ONE'S 
COLLATERAL, JOHNSON DOES NOT GAIN PRIORITY OVER MEAD 
THEREBY BECAUSE WEST ONE DID NOT HAVE A LIEN AGAINST THE 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO SECURE THE $100,000 NOTE WHICH 
JOHNSON CLAIMS HE "PAID". (See Record, pg. 297-302) 
IV. THE DOCTRINE OF EQUITABLE SUBROGATION MAY NOT BE APPLIED 
BECAUSE IT DAMAGES MEAD'S SECURITY POSITION, OF MEAD, AN 
INNOCENT PARTY. (See Record, pg. 172-73) 
V. JOHNSON IS NOT ENTITLED TO EQUITABLE SUBROGATION BECAUSE 
HE LACKED ANY AGREEMENT WITH GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS THAT 
BY REIMBURSING THE LETTER OF CREDIT HE WOULD BE GIVEN 
FIRST PRIORITY. (See Record, pg. 296) 
VI. JOHNSON WAS NOT ENTITLED TO EQUITABLE SUBROGATION WHEN HE 
KNEW OF, OR HAD CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE OF, MEAD'S 
INTERVENING LIEN BEFORE HE ACQUIRED HIS CLAIM. (See 
Record, pg. 296-97) 
VII. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING JOHNSON PRIORITY OVER 
MEAD WHEN WEST ONE IS ESTOPPED FROM CLAIMING PRIORITY 
OVER MEAD. (See Record, pg. 303) 
VIII. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN AWARDING JOHNSON ATTORNEY FEES 
WHEN THERE WAS NO CONTRACTUAL OR STATUTORY BASIS 
THEREFORE. (See Record, pg. 304-306) 
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DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
None. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This appeal involves a dispute between the parties as to 
who will be given priority to satisfy its debt from funds collected 
from the accounts receivable of Graphic Reproductions, a common 
debtor of the parties.1 The trial court utilized the doctrine of 
equitable subrogation to give priority to Johnson, an unsecured 
creditor. The ultimate question of this appeal is: "Who will be 
allowed to satisfy its debt out of the funds collected from the 
accounts receivable: Mead, the secured and perfected party; or 
Johnson, the unsecured and unperfected party?" 
It is helpful to have a brief explanation of the doctrine 
of equitable subrogation in order to understand the nature of this 
case. In general, the doctrine of equitable subrogation is applied 
in the following scenario. A new lender loans money to a debtor to 
satisfy an existing secured debt. The new lender obtains a lien 
against the same collateral that secured the old debt, but does not 
obtain a subrogation from the old lender in order to assume the old 
lender's lien position. Because the new lender did not obtain a 
subrogation agreement, the new lender's lien is the last in time 
and therefore takes the lowest priority against the collateral. If 
there are other liens against the collateral, such liens would, as 
1
 The parties combined their efforts to collect as many of 
Graphic Reproduction's accounts receivable as possible, which funds 
were placed in escrow pending resolution of this case. Following 
the trial court's ruling, the funds were distributed with the 
exception of approximately $80,000.00 which represents the disputed 
amount. 
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a matter of law, intervene and have priority over the new lender's 
lien. 
For example, if a debtor has a first mortgage and a 
second mortgage against his house and the first mortgage is paid 
off without proper subrogation, the first mortgage lien is 
extinguished and the second mortgage assumes the first lien 
position. (See Diagram 1 in Addendum). The previous second 
mortgage now becomes the new "first mortgage." The new lender's 
lien, on the other hand, takes the last position available because 
it is later in time. In other words, the new lender's lien would 
take the position behind the previous second mortgage. Even though 
the new lender paid off a first mortgage, it receives a "second 
mortgage" lien. If the new lender was unaware of the existence of 
the intervening lien, and if the new lender had an agreement with 
the debtor that his new lien would assume the position of the old 
lien, and if the amount of the new lien is not greater than the old 
lien, then the doctrine of equitable subrogation would create a 
"subrogation agreement" for the benefit of the new lender. This 
allows the Court to place the new lender's lien in first position, 
as a replacement of the "first mortgage," and the second mortgage 
lien remains in the "second mortgage" position. 
The rationale behind the doctrine is that the new lender 
acted with the reasonable expectation that his new lien would have 
the same lien priority as the old lien it satisfied. Equity allows 
the substitution because any intervening lienholders, such as the 
holder of the second mortgage in the example, are not hurt by such 
an adjustment. They are still in the same position, and are just 
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as secure as they were prior to the satisfaction of the old lien, 
i.e. they are still subordinate to the same amount of lien -- only 
the lienholder has changed. See generally, Richards v. Security 
Pacific National Bank. 849 P.2d 606 (Utah App. 1993). 
The trial court's ruling should be reversed because the 
doctrine of equitable subrogation does not apply to this case. 
Johnson never loaned any money to Graphic Reproductions and never 
obtained any lien against Graphic's accounts receivable. Johnson 
had simply reimbursed Wells Fargo Bank which had provided a letter 
of credit to West One Bank, a creditor of Graphic Reproduction. 
By giving Johnson's unsecured claim priority over Mead's 
secured claim, the trial court effectively deprived Mead of its 
secured position because the accounts receivable that have been 
collected are insufficient to satisfy both debts fully. The trial 
court's ruling is inequitable and impermissible because Mead, as an 
intervening lienholder, may not be damaged by the application of 
the doctrine of equitable subrogation. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On or about August 24, 1989, West One Bank provided 
Graphic Reproductions a revolving line of credit with a limit of 
$50,000, which credit line note, (See Exhibit 1 of Addendum: 
$50,000 West One Note), was expressly secured by the inventory and 
accounts of Graphic Reproductions pursuant to a Security Agreement, 
(See Exhibit 2 of Addendum: West One Security Agreement), and a 
$100,000 letter of credit from Wells Fargo (See Exhibit 3 of 
Addendum: Wells Fargo $100,000 Letter of Credit). (See Record, 
pg. 190-91). 
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2. On the same date, West One also loaned Graphic 
Reproductions $100,000 evidenced by a separate note, which note was 
expressly secured by a letter of credit from Wells Fargo. (See 
Exhibit 4 of Addendum: $100,000 West One Note). (See Record, pg. 
182-83) . 
3. The $100,000 note provides "The borrower has 
provided the bank with the following property as collateral to 
secure payment of this note: [The following is typed in] Wells 
Fargo Bank Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit in the Amount of 
$100,000.00." and does not reference or purport to be secured by 
the inventory and accounts receivable of Graphic Reproductions. 
(See Record, pg. 182-83). 
4. Wells Fargo issued the letter of credit based on an 
agreement with the Jack T. Baillie and Francis B. Baillie Trust 
(the "Trust") that the Trust would reimburse Wells Fargo in the 
event West One ever drew against the letter of credit. (See 
Record, pg. 176). 
5. The Trust agreed to reimburse Wells Fargo because of 
an agreement with Appellee Johnson that he would reimburse the 
Trust if demand for reimbursement was ever made by Wells Fargo on 
the Trust, which agreement was made in a letter dated August 6, 
19 89 (see Exhibit 5 of Addendum) wherein Johnson acknowledged that 
the Letter of Credit would be secured by the Trust and expressly 
stated that the obligation of the Trust "is definately [sic] our 
responsibility" and further stated "I will cover any loss to the 
Baillie Trust." (See Record, pg. 189). 
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6. Johnson, who was a relative of one of the principals 
in Graphic Reproductions and a beneficiary of the Trust, (See 
Record, pg. 176) , did not obtain any pledge of collateral as 
security for his guaranty of the letter of credit. His guaranty 
was totally unsecured. (See Record, pg. 290). 
7. Johnson did not enter into any agreement at the time 
he agreed to reimburse the letter of credit, if necessary, that he 
would succeed to West One's position in the accounts receivable, 
whatever it might be, if he reimbursed Wells Fargo. (See Record, 
pg. 290). 
8. On or about April 4, 1991, Appellant Mead inquired 
of West One the extent of Graphic Reproductions' debt to West One 
which was secured by the accounts receivable as evidenced by UCC-1 
Filing, No. 217738, filed by West One on September 5, 1989. (See 
Exhibit 6 of Addendum), and was informed in writing by Randal 
Roberts, Assistant Vice President of West One, as follows: "The 
above referenced company [Graphic Reproductions] has a $50,000 
revolving line with our bank. The balance, at the end of banking 
on 4/3/91, was $15,000. This line is secured by accounts and 
inventory." (See Exhibit 7 of Addendum: Memorandum From Randal 
Roberts to Mead). (See Record, pg. 211). 
9. West One did not indicate to Mead that the accounts 
receivable were pledged as collateral for any other debt, nor was 
there any mention of the $100,000 loan. (See Record, pg. 211, see 
also pg. 243, Affidavit of Paul Hess, Vice President of West One, 
Exhibit 11 of Addendum). 
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10. Appellant Mead relied upon the representation of 
West One that the maximum amount of debt secured by the accounts 
receivable was $50,000 when it extended credit to Graphic 
Reproductions, which credit was expressly secured by the inventory 
and accounts receivable which were sufficient to cover the $50,000 
line of credit with a sufficient surplus to also cover the debts to 
Dixon and Mead. (See Record, pgs. 3-4 and 290-291). 
11. On May 22, 1991, Mead filed a financing statement 
covering the inventory and accounts receivable of Graphic 
Reproductions with the Utah Department of Commerce - Division of 
Corporations and Commercial Code as Entry No. 286353. (See Exhibit 
8 of Addendum). (See Record, pg. 205-209). 
12. Defendant Dixon Paper Company also held a second 
position security interest in the accounts receivable for 
approximately $22,521.31, which was prior in time and right to that 
of Mead's lien. (See Record, pg. 180). 
13. On or about August 8, 1989, West One drew on the 
letter of credit for the full amount available and Wells Fargo paid 
West One net proceeds of $99,864.00 pursuant to the letter of 
credit, which proceeds West One applied, in full, solely to payment 
of the $100,000 note. (See Record, pg. 179). 
14. On or about August 12, 1991, four days later, 
Johnson reimbursed Wells Fargo directly on behalf of the Trust 
pursuant to his contractual obligation to reimburse the Trust. 
(See Record, pg. 179) (Exhibit 9 of Addendum: Check from Johnson 
to Wells Fargo). 
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15. At the time Johnson reimbursed Wells Fargo on behalf 
of the Trust, he was not assigned any lien by Wells Fargo, the 
Trust, or West One Bank, nor did he hold any lien in Graphic 
Reproductions' accounts receivable. (See Record, pg. 290). 
16. At the time Johnson reimbursed Wells Fargo on behalf 
of the Trust, Mead had on file its U.C.C.-l Financing Statement 
covering the inventory and accounts receivable of Graphic 
Reproductions as Filing No. 286353. (See Record, pg. 205-209). 
17. On or about August 27, 1991, Johnson paid West One 
Bank the sum of $1,700.00, which sum was the outstanding unpaid 
balance of the $50,000 revolving credit line note, and obtained an 
assignment of the Security Agreement of West One Bank covering the 
$50,000 revolving line of credit.2 (See Record, pgs. 179 and 218-
219, Exhibit 10 of Addendum: Assignment of $1,700 Lien to 
Johnson). 
2
 Mead acknowledges that Johnson obtained priority as to 
the $1,700.00 paid for the assignment of the security agreement, 
but notes that since the outstanding balance on the $50,000 note 
was only $1,700, all that Johnson obtained under the Security 
Agreement was a $1,700 lien. 
By virtue of the assignment, Johnson stepped into the 
shoes of West One and became entitled to all of the rights of West 
One under the security agreement on that date. The only right of 
West One Bank on August 27, 1991, was the right to collect 
$1,700.00 from the accounts receivable of Graphic Reproductions. 
It cannot reasonably be argued by Mr. Johnson that he is entitled 
to also be in first place on his $100,437.53 claim by virtue of the 
$1,700 assignment. Nor is this what the trial court ruled. The 
trial court properly gave Johnson priority for only $1,700 by 
virtue of the $1,700 assignment. Mead does not contest this 
ruling. 
Following the trial court's ruling, Johnson was in fact 
paid $1,700 from the accounts receivable proceeds, thereby entirely 
extinguishing the $1,700 lien and satisfying the security agreement 
assigned to Johnson, making any further claim thereunder moot. 
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18. The parties agreed to collect Graphic Reproductions' 
accounts receivable and hold the proceeds pending resolution of 
this suit. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
Appellant Mead filed suit against Dixon and Johnson to 
determine the respective priorities of the parties' interests in 
the accounts receivable proceeds. Appellee Johnson filed a 
counterclaim against Mead, and a cross-claim against Dixon, 
claiming first priority under the doctrine of equitable subrogation 
to West One's position.3 
Upon cross motions for summary judgment, the trial court 
granted Appellee Johnson's motion for summary judgment. The trial 
court held that Johnson was entitled to equitable subrogation to 
West One's position and determined that Johnson had a first 
priority lien on the accounts receivable, that Dixon has a second 
priority lien, and that Appellant Mead has a third priority lien. 
Appellant Mead filed a motion to set aside the summary 
judgment and a motion for summary judgment to award first lien 
priority to Dixon (West One's secured debt having been satisfied), 
second lien priority to Mead, and third lien priority to Johnson. 
Mead's motions were denied. 
Pursuant to the stipulation of the parties, all claims 
involving Dixon were paid from the available funds and dismissed. 
Dixon is therefore not a party to this appeal. 
3
 Johnson also filed a third-party complaint against West 
One claiming in the alternative that if he was not awarded first 
lien priority, West One was liable to him for impairing his 
security interest. Inasmuch as Johnson prevailed below, his claim 
against West One became moot. 
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FINAL DISPOSITION 
A final judgment incorporating the trial court's previous 
rulings was entered on January 18, 1994, wherein Johnson was 
granted a secured priority in Graphics' accounts receivable ahead 
of Mead. Mead Appeals. (See Exhibit 13 of Addendum). 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Inasmuch as this appeal is being taken from the trial 
court's grant of summary judgment to Johnson, and its denial of 
summary judgment to Mead, this court reviews all of the issues 
concerning the trial court's rulings for correctness, according no 
deference to the trial court's legal conclusions. Richards v. 
Security Pacific National Bank, 849 P.2d 606, 608 (Utah App. 1993) . 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
In order to obtain summary judgment on his claim of 
equitable subrogation, Johnson needed to allege and present 
undisputed evidence on the material subsidiary elements of 
equitable subrogation; i.e., that Johnson had a valid lien; that 
Johnson had an agreement that his "lien" would be subrogated to 
West One's lien position; that Johnson did not know, or have reason 
to know, that there was an intervening lien by Mead with priority 
over his "lien;"4 that West One's lien position, to which Johnson 
4
 Johnson did not even allege these facts in his pleadings, 
nor has he submitted any affidavits in support of his motion. 
Johnson relies entirely upon the stipulated statement of facts. 
But, these facts are not mentioned in the stipulated facts. The 
inescapable conclusion is that these facts have not been plead or 
proven. Given the absence of any evidence proving the factual 
elements at issue, Johnson has failed to present a prima facie case 
of equitable subrogation and is therefore not entitled to summary 
judgment as a matter of law. J.H. West Valley City, 840 P.2d 115 
(Utah 1992) (failure of moving party to present evidence on each 
element of the moving party's claim precludes summary judgment in 
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is claiming subrogation, is superior to Plaintiff's position. This 
he did not do. 
There are several errors committed by the trial court in 
its application of the doctrine of equitable subrogation to the 
facts as presented, any one of which requires reversal of the trial 
court's grant of priority to Johnson over Mead. 
(1) Johnson may not claim equitable subrogation because 
Johnson never obtained a lien against the accounts receivable 
which could be subrogated to a higher priority. 
(2) The doctrine of equitable subrogation does not apply 
to persons such as Johnson who do not actually loan the debtor 
any money, but who only agree to reimburse a letter of credit. 
(3) Johnson cannot assume from West One a security 
interest in the accounts receivable through the $100,000 loan 
because West One did not have a lien in the accounts 
receivable to secure the $100,000 loan. 
(4) In order to be equitable, the subrogation must not 
injure Mead, an innocent intervening lienholder. If equitable 
subrogation is not applied, Mead recovers fully. But if the 
doctrine is applied, Mead only recovers a portion of its debt 
from the accounts receivable. The trial court's ruling 
therefore clearly injures Mead and is inequitable. 
favor of the moving party) ; Butterfield v. Okubo. 790 P.2d 94 (Utah 
App. 1990) . CiL. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 106 S.Ct. 
2548, 2553, 91 L.Ed. 2d 265 (1986) (non-moving party's failure of 
proof concerning one essential element of that party's case 
necessarily renders all other facts immaterial). On this ground 
alone, the court may reverse the trial court without discussing in 
detail the issues prescribed. 
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(5) Johnson may not be granted equitable subrogation 
because he lacked any agreement with Graphic Reproductions 
that his "lien" would assume West One's purported first 
priority position in the accounts receivable. Nor could he 
have entered into any such agreement since West One in fact 
did not hold any such priority position, 
(6) Johnson may not be granted equitable subrogation 
because he had constructive knowledge of Mead's perfected lien 
in the accounts receivable before he reimbursed the letter of 
credit. 
(7) Even if the doctrine of equitable subrogation could 
be applied in this case, Johnson would only assume whatever 
priority West One held. Since West One would be estopped from 
claiming priority over Mead because of West One's failure to 
identify any security interest in the accounts receivable 
securing the $100,000 note, Johnson is likewise precluded from 
claiming priority over Mead. 
(8) The trial court also erred in awarding Johnson 
attorney fees when Johnson did not have any contractual or 
statutory claim therefore. 
Any of the forgoing errors, except the error regarding 
attorney fees, standing alone requires complete reversal of the 
trial court's summary judgment and an award of summary judgment in 
Mead's favor. 
CALENDARING 
Whether or not this case requires oral argument and a 
published opinion depends on whether the court upholds the trial 
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court's ruling. If the court upholds the ruling, a full published 
opinion covering all of the issues raised would be necessary in 
order to adopt a new rule allowing reimbursers of letters of credit 
to be subrogated to the collateral rights of the beneficiary of a 
letter of credit. If, however, the court is persuaded that even if 
such a rule is assumed that Johnson would still not be entitled to 
equitable subrogation because of the established principles and 
rules of equitable subrogation, then the court may assume the 
existence of the new rule, and ergo the assumption of West One's 
purported lien, and still reverse the trial court's erroneous 
ruling in an unpublished opinion. 
ARGUMENTS 
I. JOHNSON MAY NOT CLAIM EQUITABLE SUBROGATION WHEN HE DOES NOT 
HAVE A VALID LIEN IN THE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO BE SUBROGATED 
TO A HIGHER LIEN POSITION. 
The doctrine of equitable subrogation only applies to the 
reprioritization of liens, it does not create liens. If Johnson 
did not have a legally enforceable lien against the accounts 
receivable, he did not have a lien which could logically be 
subrogated to a position ahead of Mead's perfected lien. 
The doctrine of equitable subrogation does not convert an 
unsecured creditor into a secured creditor, but this is what the 
trial court has done. It is undisputed that Johnson never obtained 
a lien from Graphic Reproductions against the accounts receivable 
for the money he reimbursed Wells Fargo. Johnson has never even 
claimed that Graphic Reproductions granted him a security interest 
in the accounts receivable. He was therefore clearly unsecured and 
unable to even claim equitable subrogation. 
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II. JOHNSON MAY NOT ASSUME WEST ONE'S SECURITY INTEREST IN 
GRAPHIC'S ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AS A "GUARANTOR" OF GRAPHIC'S 
DEBT TO WEST ONE BECAUSE HE DID NOT GUARANTY OR PAY GRAPHIC'S 
DEBT TO WEST ONE. 
Johnson admits that he never obtained a security interest 
in the accounts receivable, but claims that he should be allowed to 
assume the security interest held by West One to secure the 
$100,000 loan, if any. Johnson relies upon the ruling of the Utah 
Court of Appeals in Valley Bank & Trust Company v. Rite Way 
Concrete, 742 P.2d 105 (Utah App. 1987). In that case, the Utah 
Court of Appeals held that: 
[A] guarantor, upon payment of the 
guaranty obligation, has a right of subroga-
tion to any collateral pledged as security. 
Johnson's reliance on Valley Bank, however, is misplaced 
because (1) he was not a "guarantor," and (2) Graphic's accounts 
receivable were not pledged to West One as security for the 
$100,000 loan. 
First, Johnson was not a guarantor of the $100,000 loan 
made by West One Bank to Graphic Reproductions. At no point did 
Johnson ever guarantee Graphic Reproduction's debt to West One. 
Rather, Johnson entered into a contractual agreement with the 
Baillie Trust to pay any obligation the Trust might incur in the 
event West One made demand on the Wells Fargo letter of credit. 
Even if the rationale in Valley Bank could be stretched 
far enough to apply in this case, Johnson could only be considered 
the "guarantor" of the Trust's obligation to Wells Fargo.5 He 
5
 This is an illogical assumption since a contract to pay 
another party's obligation is not a guarantee of that obligation, 
but, rather, a complete and total assumption of that obligation so 
that it becomes one's own. There is clearly no guarantee involved. 
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therefore would only be able to assume any secured position in 
collateral held by the Trust. The Trust, however, did not have any 
collateral for its obligation to Wells Fargo. 
Even if the rationale of Valley Bank was taken one step 
further and Johnson was deemed to be the "guarantor" of the Wells 
Fargo letter of credit, (which he clearly was not since Wells Fargo 
paid the letter of credit and then sought reimbursement from the 
Trust,) Johnson would still only be able to assume the collateral 
held by Wells Fargo. Since Wells Fargo likewise did not have any 
collateral, Johnson would still remain unsecured. Johnson 
therefore seeks to assume West One's purported security interest. 
As is evident, Johnson is not really seeking application 
of the ruling in Valley Bank because the facts of the case do not 
fit that ruling, even when stretched to the extreme. Rather, 
Johnson is asking the court to create a new rule of equity that a 
party which reimburses a letter of credit issuer without taking any 
effort to protect itself by obtaining its own security is entitled 
to assume any security interest in collateral held by the 
beneficiary of the letter of credit, i.e., the lender. 
Implicit in Johnson's request is the assumption that 
Wells Fargo's standby letter of credit was the legal equivalent to 
a guaranty of Graphic's debt. Although similar in end result to a 
guaranty, i.e., the lender gets paid, a standby letter of credit is 
significantly different in nature. In F.D.I.C. v. Liberty National 
The Court would therefore need to create a new, and likely far 
reaching, equitable rule that a person who assumes another party's 
obligation without seeking an assignment of any collateral held by 
that party is nevertheless entitled to equitable assignment of the 
collateral. 
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Bank & Trust Company, 806 F.2d 961, 968 (10th Cir. 1986), the court 
observed: 
The standby letter of credit is a kind of 
hybrid, having some of the characteristics of 
a commercial or traditional letter of credit 
and having some of the characteristics of an 
ordinary guaranty. Like a guaranty, the 
letter of credit is expected to be drawn upon 
only in the event of a default by the debtor 
whose line of credit or loan is collateralized 
by the letter of credit. But unlike the 
normal guaranty agreement, the issuer of the 
letter of credit has a duty to pay which 
arises upon presentation of complying docu-
ments, without regard to performance of the 
underlying obligation. 
In their treatise on the Uniform Commercial Code, Professors White 
and Summers ascribe significant differences between letters of 
credit and guaranties: 
A true letter of credit arrangement is not a 
contract of guaranty, even when the letter fulfills 
some of the functions of a guaranty, as with the 
'standby' variety under which the issuer is to pay 
only if papers certifying default of the customer 
are presented. Such a letter differs from a 
guaranty in two major respects. First, as already 
suggested, the obligation of a guarantor is 
secondary while the obligation of the issuer is 
primary. That is, the obligation of a guarantor 
depends on the existence of a primary obligation on 
the part of the guarantor's principle running to 
the principal's creditor. Thus, the guarantor can 
set up the defenses the principal has against the 
'creditor', but an issuer cannot, as we have seen, 
generally set up defenses the customer has against 
the beneficiary. Second, the obligation of a 
guarantor cannot mature unless the principal debtor 
has actually defaulted. But the actual facts are 
irrelevant to the general obligation of an issuer. 
An issuer's obligation arises when the proper 
presentment of documents or other papers are made 
and these comply with the terms of the letter of 
credit. 
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J. White Sc R. Summers, Uniform Commercial Code, § 18-2, at 713 (2d 
ed. 1984) (as quoted by In re Kaiser Steel Corporation, 89 B.R. 
150, 153 (Bkrtcy.D.Colo. 1988).6 
It is therefore clear that a letter of credit is not the 
same as a guaranty. Although there is a split in authority, the 
majority of courts have refused to grant subrogation rights to 
letters of credit issuers and reimbursers of letter of credit such 
as Johnson. For example, in In re Agrownautics, Inc.. 125 B.R. 
350, 352 (Bkrtcy.D.Conn. 1991), the court followed the majority 
view and decided that a letter of credit does not give a right of 
subrogation to the party reimbursing the letter of credit issuer if 
the reimbursing party has not contracted for such subrogation. 
A greater number of other courts have, to 
date, rejected treating letters of credit 
issuers as guarantors and denied issuers the 
right of subrogation of lienholder's rights 
where they have not specifically bargained for 
such security (citations omitted). These 
courts hold that a letter of credit 
transaction is fundamentally different from 
that of a guarantee transaction in that the 
letter of credit creates an absolute, primary 
liability. Issuers are neither codebtors nor 
parties that have secured a creditor's claim. 
Id. at 352 (emphasis added). 
6
 Also, see J. White & R. Summers, 2 Uniform Commercial 
Code, § 19-2, at 9 (3d ed. 1988) ('But a true letter of credit 
arrangement is not a contract of guaranty; this is so even though 
the letter fulfills the function of a guaranty.'); J. Dolan, The 
Law of Letters of Credit, ^ 2.10(1) (2d ed. 1991) (footnotes omit-
ted) ('It is a misapplication of surety law, however, to apply to 
credits, even though they serve to guaranty performance. Credits 
are primary obligations; surety law is the law of secondary 
obligations. Courts generally have accepted the distinction 
between the primary obligation of the credit issuer and the 
secondary obligation of a surety. The court's recognize that 
surety rules regarding consideration, damages, construction, 
security, release, and subrogation do not apply to letters of 
credit, for which the law has developed special rules in these 
areas.' (emphasis added)). 
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In Agrownautics. Chase Manhattan Bank issued a letter of 
credit to the Pennsylvania Industrial Development Authority 
("PIDA") to secure a loan from PIDA to Agrownautics. Whitney 
agreed to reimburse Chase for any amount paid on the letter of 
credit. Agrownautics defaulted, PIDA drew on the letter of credit, 
and Whitney reimbursed Chase. Whitney desired to be subrogated to 
PIDA's lien position because PIDA, in addition to being a 
beneficiary of the letter of credit, held the second priority among 
three lien holders against Agrownautics. The court rejected this 
request stating that: 
Whitney is not entitled to any right of 
subrogation. Whitney entered into no 
obligation to pay the PIDA debt. Chase, who 
did have such an obligation, chose not to 
bargain for the protection of the PIDA 
mortgage, presumably being content with the 
credit worthiness of Whitney. There is no 
equitable reason to grant Whitney protection 
which neither it nor Chase sought. 
Id. at 353.7 The court also stated: 
Whitney's problem here is that the debt 
it paid was that of Chase [the letter of 
credit issuer] which had no secured remedy. 
7
 In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that the 
denial of subrogation was supported by: 
The Official Comments to the Uniform Commer-
cial Code, C.E.G., UCC § 5-301, Official 
Comment 3. ('The issuer is not a guarantor of 
the performance of the underlying trans-
actions.') and § 5-101, Official Comment ('The 
other source of law respecting letters of 
credit is the law of contracts with occasional 
unfortunate excursions into the law of guar-
anty') and respected commentators, C.E.G., J. 
White 8c R. Summers, Uniform Commercial Code, § 
19-3 at 814 (3d ed. 1988) ('But a true letter 
of credit arrangement is not a contract of 
guaranty; this is so even though the letter of 
credit fulfills the function of a guaranty.') 
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Whitney had no obligation to PIDA [the 
original lender] to pay any debt. Its 
obligation was to Chase, and Chase held no 
secured position. The doctrine of equitable 
subrogation does not provide Whitney, under 
the circumstances here, with any benefits. 
Id. at 353. 
Similarly in this case, Johnson had no obligation to pay 
the debt to West One, nor did he. Johnson's obligation was to the 
Trust and the Trust's obligation was to Wells Fargo. Neither the 
Trust nor Wells Fargo obtained a secured position in the accounts 
receivable. They were presumably content with the credit 
worthiness of Johnson. There is therefore no equitable reason to 
grant Johnson protection which neither he, nor the Trust, nor Wells 
Fargo sought. 
In In re Kaiser Steel Corporation, 89 B.R. 150 (Bkrtcy.D-
.Colo. 1988), the Bank of America National Trust and Savings 
Association ("Bank"), the letter of credit issuer, sought 
subrogation to the position and security of the beneficiary of its 
letters of credit for the amounts paid on its letters of credit to 
the beneficiary. The Bank argued that not to allow it to be 
subrogated would be putting form over substance. .Id. at 153. The 
court rejected this argument stating: 
A letter of credit is just that . . . it is not a 
guaranty. They are distinctively dissimilar 
instruments possessing their own legal 
characteristics. The issuer of the standby letter 
of credit assumes an independent obligation to pay 
the creditor upon presentation of the demand. When 
the issuer's pays its own debt, it cannot step into 
the shoes of the creditor to seek subrogation, 
reimbursement or contribution from the debtor. Id. 
at 153. 
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The court concluded that subrogation was not appropriate because 
the Bank, as the issuer of a letter of credit, paid its own debt 
and did not have to pay a debt that should have been paid by 
another. Id. at 154.8 In reaching the conclusion that letters of 
credit are not treated as guaranties, the majority of courts have 
focused on the fundamental difference between guaranties and 
letters of credit: A letter of credit creates a primary liability 
to pay an original obligation, whereas a guaranty creates a 
secondary liability on a pre-existing obligation of another. See 
Bank of North Carolina, N.A. v. Rock Island Bank, 570 F.2d 202, 206 
N.7 (7th Cir.1978). In In re East Texas Steel Facilities, Inc., 
117 B.R. 235 (BrkN.D.Tex. 1990), the court similarly held that the 
differences between a letter of credit and a guaranty "prohibit the 
issuer of a letter of credit from sharing a guarantor's subrogative 
rights." Id. at 241 (emphasis added). 
Wells Fargo was a primary obligor on its letter of credit 
to West One Bank. The Trust was a primary obligor to Wells Fargo, 
and Johnson was a primary obligor to the Trust. There was no 
guaranty involved at any step of the transaction. Johnson cannot 
bootstrap himself into West One's priority position simply because 
he was liable to the Trust which was liable to Wells Fargo which 
was liable to West One, each as primary obligators. As noted in In 
re Carley Group, 118 B.R. 982, 992 (Bkrtcy .W.D.Wis. 1990), "to 
allow a subrogation where one simply discharges one's own debt 
8
 It should be noted that the issuer of a standby letter of 
credit does so for a fee which it keeps, even if the letter of 
credit is never called upon. The letter of credit issuer is 
therefore entering into its own contractual obligation with the 
expectation of a potential profit. 
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would be inequitable, and could result in that person's unjust 
enrichment, the very situation where subrogation seeks to remedy." 
Public policy also opposes an extension of subrogation 
rights to letters of credit. As noted above, one of the 
distinctive characteristics of the letter of credit is the primary 
nature of the issuer's liability. It is this primary liability 
which provides letters of credit with the "independent" nature and 
creates their unique usefulness in commercial credit transactions.9 
As noted by the court in In re Carley Capital Group, 119 B.R. 646, 
648 (W.D.Wis.1990): 
This principle relieves parties to a 
letter of credit transaction from the burdens 
of ascertaining and policing contractual 
relationships in which they are not involved. 
As a result, the beneficiary of a letter of 
credit obtains a higher level of security with 
the letter of credit and need only concern 
itself with its own contractual relationships. 
Similarly, the issuer of a letter of credit 
acts as a mere lender relying upon the 
strength of its contract with its customer 
rather than being required to monitor the 
underlying transaction. Indeed, it is this 
separation from the underlying contract which 
justifies permitting banks, which are ill-
suited for this monitoring task, to issue 
letters of credit while forbidding their entry 
into guarantee contracts. Id. at 649-650. 
If the courts were to disregard the unique 
characteristics of letters of credit and treat them like 
9
 Johnson erroneously argued below that by paying Wells 
Fargo he "spared West One Bank the time consuming process of 
collecting on part of the Graphic security pledged to West One as 
set forth in the Security Agreement." Such an assertion is 
inaccurate since Wells Fargo paid West One on August 8, 1989, four 
days before Johnson made any payment to Wells Fargo. This shows 
the independent nature of a letter of credit. It was paid 
regardless of any action or payment by Johnson, the Trust, or 
Graphic Reproductions. 
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guaranties, the threat of litigation surrounding letters of credit 
could increase and the advantages of their certainty and lower 
administrative and legal costs may be lost. Id. at 650-651. 
Applying equitable subrogation to letters of credit would 
also effectively destroy the predictability of the Uniform 
Commercial Code system for perfecting security interests. No 
longer would creditors be able to rely upon the record to determine 
who may hold an interest in certain collateral. Creditors, such as 
Mead, who dutifully research the UCC records and act in reliance 
thereon would still be helplessly at risk of hidden claims by 
letter of credit issuers and reimbursers that may turn their fully 
secured liens into worthless paper. In order to protect the 
integrity of the UCC recording system, the doctrine of equitable 
subrogation should not be extended to letter of credit issuers and 
reimbursers. 
III. EVEN IF JOHNSON COULD CLAIM SUBROGATION TO WEST ONE'S 
COLLATERAL, JOHNSON DOES NOT GAIN PRIORITY OVER MEAD THEREBY 
BECAUSE WEST ONE DID NOT HAVE A LIEN AGAINST THE ACCOUNTS 
RECEIVABLE TO SECURE THE $100,000 NOTE WHICH JOHNSON CLAIMS HE 
11
 PAID. " 
Even if the court were inclined to adopt Johnson's new 
letter of credit rule of subrogation, it would not benefit Johnson 
because West One did not hold any collateral for the $100,000 loan 
other than the letter of credit. Consequently, even if Johnson 
were allowed to stand in West One's shoes, he would still be 
barefoot. 
The trial court failed to explain how West One ever 
obtained a first priority lien in the accounts receivable. A 
review of the loan documents between Graphic Reproductions reveals 
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that West One was never granted a lien in the accounts receivable 
to secure the $100,000 note. Graphic Reproductions had two 
distinct notes with West One. Johnson erroneously attempts to run 
the two notes together as if it was a single uniform note for 
$150,000.00.l0 The two notes, however, had different terms and 
different security. (See Diagram 2 in Addendum). 
It is an undisputed fact that the letter of credit was 
the only security for the $100,000 note. The parties stipulated 
that the only security for the $100,000 loan was the letter of 
credit. (See Stipulation of Facts, pg. 178-81). Dixon even 
submitted the Affidavit of Paul Hess, a Vice-President of West One, 
which likewise identifies the letter of credit as the only security 
for the $100,000. (See Exhibit 11 of Addendum). The $50,000 note 
was expressly secured by both the letter of credit and the 
Inventory and Accounts Receivable Security Agreement (the "Security 
Agreement"). The $100,000 note on the other hand is not. The 
$100,000 note expressly states that it is secured by the Wells 
Fargo $100,000 letter of credit, that is all. There is no mention 
of any security agreement or accounts receivable securing the 
$100,000 note. 
The clear intent of the parties evident on the face of 
the documents was that West One only be granted a security interest 
in the accounts receivable in order to secure the $50,000 note. 
This is reasonable because the $100,000 note was adequately secured 
10
 To further demonstrate that these were two separate 
loans, the Court should note that they had different terms. The 
$100,000.00 note was at one-half (.5%) of a point above prime, and 
the $50,000.00 note had an interest rate of two and one-half (2.5%) 
points above prime. 
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this clause was a subject of negotiation between the parties or 
that the attention of the [borrowers] was directed to this 
provision." id. at 957. Johnson has similarly failed to present 
any evidence that the dragnet provision in this case was in fact 
intended by the parties to apply to the $100,000 note. 
Had West One and Graphic Reproductions intended that the 
accounts receivable be pledged as collateral for the $100,000, they 
could have simply stated so. Their failure to do so indicates a 
contrary intent. Given the memo from Randal Roberts of West One to 
Mead indicating that the $100,00 note was only secured by the 
letter of credit, as well as the subsequent Affidavit of Paul Hess 
of West One to the same effect, it appears clear that West One 
never intended that the $100,000 note be secured by a lien on the 
accounts receivable. 
Not only has Johnson failed to show that West One and 
Graphic Reproductions ever intended that the dragnet provision 
would apply to the $100,000 note, a proper interpretation of the 
terms of the transaction under the traditional rules of contract 
construction precludes any such claim. The pre-printed dragnet 
provision of the Security Agreement, upon which Johnson relies, was 
superseded by typed-in provisions of the $100,000 note which 
expressly identify the security for the $100,000 note.11 In the 
$100,000 note, the only security identified is the letter of 
11
 The $50,000 revolving line note and the $100,000 note 
were entered into contemporaneously and are clearly interrelated. 
They must therefore be construed as a whole to comprise the 
parties' entire agreement, and harmonized if possible. Atlas Corp. 
v. Clovis Nat'l Bank, 737 P.2d 225, 229 (Utah 1987); Sparrow v. 
Tayco. Construction Co.. 846 P.2d 1323 (Utah App. 1993). 
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Furthermore, the fact the $100,000 note was secured by a 
matching $100,000 letter of credit eliminated any need for 
additional security. If the debt sought to be secured under the 
dragnet provision "is separately secured, . . . it may be assumed 
that the parties did not intend that it be secured by the dragnet 
mortgage." First Security Bank, 609 Utah 2d at 955. The court 
must therefore rule as a matter of law that the parties did not 
intend that the dragnet provision create an additional $100,000 
lien against the accounts receivable to secure the $100,000 note. 
If, on the other hand, the court determines that the 
conflicting provisions create a question as to whether the $100,000 
debt is secured by the accounts receivable, the court must still 
rule as a matter of law that West One did not obtain an enforceable 
lien. The failure of West One to clearly secure the $100,000 note 
with the Security Agreement prevents a lien from being created. 
Parties may create a lien by a contract. 
However, the language which creates the lien 
must clearly state an intention to do so. 
Thus, in accordance with the nature of a lien, 
a contractually created lien must (1) identify 
the property to be charged, and (2) make clear 
that the lien is to secure payment of the debt 
in question. 
Citizens Bank v. Elks Bldg. . 663 P.2d 56, 59 (Utah 1983) (citations 
omitted) . If West One intended to secure the $100,000 note, i.e., 
"the debt in question, " with both the letter of credit and the 
accounts receivable, then the contract should have made it clear 
that the accounts receivable would be subject to a $50,000 lien, 
and an additional $100,000 lien. The failure of the contract to 
make it clear that there was an additional $100,000 lien against 
the accounts receivable to secure the $100,000 debt prevents the 
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12
 The only other alternative is to find that there was a 
material question of fact in dispute concerning the intent of West 
One and Graphic Reproductions as to whether the accounts receivable 
were intended to serve as collateral on the $100,000 note, and that 
summary judgment was therefore improper. The matter would then be 
remanded for trial on the intent of the parties. Mead would make 
this request i • ' • alternative " • argument for complete 
reversal , 
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"Because of its equitable nature, application of the doctrine 'may 
be defeated by intervening rights which would be prejudiced.'" 
Richards v. Security Pacific Nat'l Bank. 849 P.2d at 609. 
Subrogation is not allowed when it will hurt an innocent 
intervening lien holder. The underlying justification for 
subrogating a replacement lender's lien over an existing lender's 
lien is that the existing lien holder is not harmed by the 
substitution. The existing lien holder remains just as secured as 
it was before the substitution and is not harmed by the 
substitution. Johnson therefore cannot seek equitable subrogation 
to a priority ahead of Mead, the innocent intervening lien holder, 
if to do so would harm Mead. 
Mead is in fact damaged by subrogating Johnson to any 
position ahead of Mead because the trial court effectively created 
more liens against the accounts receivable than previously existed. 
Graphic Reproductions had two loans with West One Bank: a $50,000 
revolving line of credit note which was secured by the accounts 
receivable and the letter of credit, and a $100,000 note which was 
only secured by the letter of credit.13 When Mead filed its UCC-1 
statement, only two liens were recorded against Graphic 
Reproduction's accounts receivable: West One's lien on the $50,000 
revolving line of credit; and Dixon's lien of approximately $22,000 
for supplies and materials. There was no UCC-1 filing against the 
accounts receivable to secure the $100,000 note. Mead was 
13
. Since there was a $100,000 letter of credit, the $100,000 
note did not need to be secured by the accounts receivable. 
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-" • ' )i: d :i i la t e t: :: a ri: ia x:i n ti in i :: f 
approximately .....,..,. ,.. pre - existing liens. 
By -iliowina Johnson * .nterject his own unsecured claim 
f " • urt effectively 
bumped Meciu ^ - .-=:- tw ^ x^os ScvJu..,, ^ w^„ ,. _
 4.::er subrogation, 
Mead is now in fourth position behind West One's lien for a maximum 
of $50 000 00, ut- ~ unsecure :: "iooroximately 
$100, 000 , 00 a::i i :i . ,^.. ., uien for approximately v-- "' • Now 
Mead is subordinate to apprsximately $17/ ~oo in claims. If an 
equitable suh—-cr-^r ior ^ --^-v--5 -^ additional ^ ^ n ;? being 
taken from t.:._
 r:cc-ea^ . . . . ,; .» - * ..n : .n-*j. 
collect on its . i-ri:. Since there :s not enough money available 
from the accounts receivable ^ ray ^l1 ^f *~he claims of West One, 
Dix :: n, M , . 
$80,00 7,- e\ • though secured lender. Johnson 
other hand, f1:! 1 y recover- •- ^ "' • unsecured debt. 
Th- * --.-, o±• i ibi: ogat:i :: n of 
Johnson's claim is denied, 'v-a i f :lly recovers its secured claim, 
but :: Johnson's claim iQ subrogated, Mead suffers an actual loss. 
The . :i jaiisaniei^ v.,^  ^iioaran^w ^^. *. carries, 
505 P.2d 78J >J: a-. +-><*), specifically held that the doctrine of 
subrogation should not be used if it harms a third party, such as 
Mead. 
Subrogation is not a matter of r y 
be invoked only in circumstances w ;s;st. e 
demands its application, and the rights ..•: :.•-
seeking subrogation have a greater equity thai; * t~: 
one who opposes him. Subrogation is not perm;::-:: 
where it will work an injustice on others. To 
entitle one to subrogation, the equities of one's 
case must be strong, a s equity will, in general, 
2 9 • • • 
relieve only those who could not have relieved 
themselves. Id. at 786 
In Northern Trust Co. v. Consolidated Elevator Co., 171 
N.W. 266 (Minn. 1919) , the Supreme Court of Minnesota, after 
recognizing the conditional nature of the doctrine of subrogation 
when applied to third parties, stated as follows: 
The doctrine of subrogation is of purely 
equitable origin and nature. Whether a case for 
its application arises in favor of a surety as 
against third persons depends upon the balance of 
equities between them and the surety. It does not 
arise where the result would be prejudicial to 
innocent purchasers. The object of subrogation is 
to place the charge where it ought to rest by 
compelling payment of the debt by him who ought to 
pay it. It will never be enforced when the equi-
ties are equal or the rights are not clear. 
The Supreme Court of New Hampshire recognized this same 
principle in Security Fence Co. v. Manchester Federal Savings & 
Loan Association, 136 A.2d 910 (N.H. 1957): 
[Subrogation] is generally not available 
against a third party if the equities in the 
latter's favor are equal or superior to those 
favoring the surety in respect to the liability 
involved. Id. at 912 
Also see Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v. Thunderbird Bank, 542 P.2d 
39 (Ariz. App. 1976). 
If anyone should suffer a loss because there are 
insufficient funds, it should be Johnson because it was Johnson who 
took no steps to protect himself from incurring a loss. Johnson 
agreed to reimburse Wells Fargo on the letter of credit without any 
acquiring any collateral from Graphic reproductions from which he 
could recover his payment. He easily could have demanded some sort 
of collateral, but he failed to do so. He elected to enter into 
this arrangement unsecured. Now he is asking Mead, who did take 
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a T 
Equity will not secure a person ... ,«, I_J
 Lnought 
secure himseii. "Generally considering the equity 
one claim-Liiu tne equity to nave prevented Luc prejudicial situation 
in Ani^;:: ne t m d s himself." See Warner v. Sirstins, 838 P.2d 666, 
6™ " ~ .. • , .-, o D 
S.A *-u JJJ, j- • i. , „ Johnson could have ea^xi; preventea nis 
adverse situation, but ne did nof . .^ may nor r. :w ;se the doctrine 
o* -;«:• - .* ' "' - - •-~
 DI-ice of his 
lac.-. , r prudence. 
JOHNSON IS NOT ENTITLED TO EQUITABLE SUBROGATION BECAUSE HE 
LACKED ANY AGREEMENT WITH GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS THAT BY 
REIMBURSING THE LETTER OF CREDIT HE WOULD BE GIVEN FIRST 
PRIORITY. 
Ever -f the rour*- -allows subrogation to reimbursers -^f 
letter.: : „ -_: , :_._._ .- n-. ci a a ] iii • ::i • snf : i : ::eable 
lien in the accounts receivable secure the $100 t note, 
Johnson still * r- ~-,t enri*-l°d --^  equitable subrogation because he 
h a s i i in in in l y L e e n n - ' i i i i I 11 i in ill 111 
Reproductions ^na Wesr • >:;• - :; assume West One's lien position. 
The doctrine of equitable subrogation is designed to save 
a . ep- . - . * ; 
legally valid subrogation when ther e war an express < 
implied agreement to be subrogated to the original lien position < r 
t : i I i : ill:: : f i }: pp ea ] s r e c e n t ,1 y exp 1 a i ne :i ± u 
Richards v. Security Pacific Nat 8 19 P. 2d 606 (Utah App. 
199 critical questiont! ; letermining whether to appl y the 
d • • —.!-''- ~-! 7~ition ib whether "there was an 
jl -
agreement, either express or clearly implied, that the subsequent 
lender would succeed to the priority position of the earlier 
lender." Id. at 609. 
Johnson never claimed and did not show that he had any 
agreement with Graphic Reproductions and West One Bank that if he 
would agree to reimburse Well Fargo on the letter of credit that he 
would be subrogated to West One's purported lien position. He has 
therefore totally failed to satisfy one of the critical elements of 
the doctrine of equitable subrogation as set forth in Richards. 
Johnson is coming forth now, after the fact, to seek 
equitable enforcement of an agreement he never had. Since Johnson 
has not shown any agreement to subrogate, as required by Richards. 
he is not entitled to equitable subrogation. 
VI. JOHNSON WAS NOT ENTITLED TO EQUITABLE SUBROGATION WHEN HE KNEW 
OF, OR HAD CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE OF, MEAD'S INTERVENING LIEN 
BEFORE HE ACQUIRED HIS CLAIM. 
Johnson also fails the second critical question 
identified in Richards: Whether the party seeking subrogation knew 
of the intervening lien(s). Johnson knew, or should have known, 
that Mead had perfected an intervening lien before Johnson incurred 
his claim by reimbursing Wells Fargo. 
It is well-settled under Utah law that equitable 
subrogation only arises when the lender is ignorant of the 
intervening lien. Badger Coal & Lumber Co. v. Olsen, 167 P. 680 
(Utah 1917). The Court of Appeals recently clarified in Richards 
v. Security Pacific National Bank, 849 P.2d 606 (Utah App. 1993), 
that "equitable subrogation is not available to a later lender who 
has knowledge of an intervening lien . . . ." Jd. at 612. The 
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construcLive k:_ ;w.edge of an intervening lien "defeats a claim for 
equitable subrogation " .d. ar 611. 
constructive ^Luw.caye of Mtaa' s -L^-II, wn ^ y 12, ^JJ-L, i-^ ad tiled 
financina statement covering the inventory and accounts 
r- ' : -: ' "^artment of 
Commerce - LiVisiOL .,:_ Juiporatioiio u.x,^
 w;imeicidx ^xe as Entry 
N«' , 286353. Johnson d: i : + advance any money as a "guarantor" 
u - : - M ^ r v-~- -V;~"^ 12, 1991, he 
reimbursed Wel^ . _«„ ^  u:.^, _ 
Since Mead's UCC-1 statement was filed before Johnson 
obtained *- "laiir., Johnson u~** -^n r^i,r,j-^r0 noti~r " f r^ *" actual 
knowledge - . . 
before :.: equitable subrogation ever arose. 
Conseauer4"1- ;^v rh^ ,--^ v^- -rn unequivocal holding of Richards. 
J *; . 
VII. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING JOHNSON PRIORITY OVER MEAD 
WHEN WEST ONE IS ESTOPPED FROM CLAIMING PRIORITY OVER MEAD. 
Even if the court: is willing to allow Johnson the right 
to claim equitable subrogation to West One's lien position, Johnson 
dc- • -•- 'A'-*4 
priority ovr_: M<^ J u ^ ^ ^^in^i. ^o .,.,jrogate,. i^ ~ „ , H^IILS 
greater than those held by West On* f Johnson claims the rights 
o cr" • -", lr~ subject 
avai lable defenses vw**^ :* >iw~~ „MJ assert a ^ m s t West _: jonnson 
would therefore be sub jec t to any defenses which '• -ai ..^v \^^e 
raised against west One. 
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Assuming that West One had some recognizable claim 
against the accounts receivable to secure the $100,000 note, West 
One's claim is subordinate to Mead's perfected lien. West One is 
estopped from asserting priority over Mead for any claim against 
the accounts receivable to secure the $100,000 note because West 
One affirmatively represented to Mead that it only had a claim 
against Graphic's accounts receivable for a $50,000 line of credit, 
and that the outstanding debt balance was $15,000.14 
Since West One did not file a UCC-1 to record any 
purported security interest in the accounts receivable to secure 
the $100,000 note, Mead reasonably relied upon West One's 
representation and issued credit to Graphic Reproductions secured 
by a lien against the accounts receivable. Mead would be damaged 
if West One were allowed to now repudiate its previous 
representation and assert that not only did it have a potential 
$50,000 lien against the accounts receivable, but that it also had 
an additional $100,000 lien. 
Since West One could not in equity assert priority over 
Mead, Johnson, standing in the position of West One, likewise may 
not in equity assert priority over Mead. Equitable subrogation, if 
properly applied, would therefore still not give Johnson priority 
over Mead and the trial court's award thereof must be reversed. 
14
 Even after this lawsuit was initiated, West One has 
consistently indicated that the $100,000 note was only secured by 
the letter of credit. (See Affidavit of Paul Hess, Vice President 
of West One, pg. 243 of record, Exhibit 11 of Addendum). 
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V _n£ TRIAL COURT ERRED IN AWARD JOHNSON COURT COSTS **MU 
ATTORNEY FEES WHEN THERE WAS NO CONTRACTUAL OR STATUTORY 
BASIS THEREFORE. 
"he event the court reverses the trial court's ruling 
that Johnsor v-*? entitle^ eauitable subrogation, ' "^ ^rial 
court's awai . . . .^-^ J.._ . :L^ V .--- ; * 
likewise be reverse- iiowever, the equitable subrogation ciaim 
survives th^ ^vr^'^ securiM? - h^ tri^ .i court's award of costs and 
atton.-j 
LS well-settled . »w in Utah that attorney fees may 
only be awarded pursuant contract statute. Warner v. 
Sirstins, a> -.^ i > . ^ state ~i 
Taylor, 770 ir- . ,. j I - * \uLan App. 196^;. Johnson has not identified 
any statute authorizing his collection of attorney fees, : nas he 
ident: f :i 
The trial , ^ _ iicvci the Lest ric. w.ti.w^ t explanation, 
that Johnson was entitled to collect rAis costs *:. i attorney fees 
from ^ ' " ^ir. v-*-' *• ---• le^al ^r 
logical support .•_ ._ . , ^w^^*^ ...pianation for the ti_,.:l 
court's award of attorney fees is that Johnson somehow assumed West 
One's r-ntra-^'-i1 rights " - —Mlect att-rnev fees from the $100,000 
note n-„ „ 
equitable support. 
Equitable subrogation dop? not convey contractual rights 
n l I II I Il II i J J . L l c l I II i 'III III 11 ' I I! I III 1 
assignment of West One's contractual right to recover attorney ;• 
from the accounts receivable, Johnson did not obtain any 
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contractual right to collect attorney fees. Consequently, Johnson 
has no legal basis upon which to claim attorney fees. 
If upheld, the trial court has effectively created a new 
rule of equity allowing equitable assignment of contractual rights 
to attorney fees. Such a rule would be inconsistent with the 
general rule of equity that attorney fees are not awarded in 
equity. Equity simply does not award attorney fees to a party that 
was in the better position to prevent the error and avoid the harm 
which equity is called upon to correct. See Warner v. Sirstins, 
838 P.2d 666, 671 (Utah App. 1992) (citing Swartz v. Atkins. 204 
Tenn. 23, 315 S.W.2d 393, 395 (1958) ("Generally in considering the 
equity of the situation . . . the court looks to the showing or 
ability of the one claiming the equity to have prevented the 
prejudicial situation in which he finds himself.")). 
Mead, a totally innocent party, should not be required to 
pay Johnson's legal fees which were incurred only because Johnson 
did not adequately protect his interests. This is the effect of 
the trial court's ruling since Johnson will be able to collect his 
legal fees out of the accounts receivable before Mead may collect 
any of its secured debt. It would be grossly inequitable to 
require Mead to effectively pay Johnson's attorney fees by 
surrendering its lien priority when Johnson could have avoided his 
entire legal expense simply by acquiring valid subrogation 
agreements in advance. As a matter of equity, Johnson must be held 
responsible for his decision to proceed without any contractual 
right to attorney fees. 
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equitable assignment of w'^ oi One's contractual lights to attorney 
fees to Johnson was permissible under some new, as 
un.i-"":.-: '•-''} - -' v *- "hnson
 WOuld St.] 1 1 not be entitled • u 
attorney teeo ~nd<^ cne w^cc oi:e provision. The contract provided: 
ne BariK ::ay pay someone else to help 
collect this note if the Borrower does not 
pay. The Borrower also will pay the Bank that 
amount. This includes the Bank's attorneys' 
fees whether or not there is a lawsuit, 
including attorneys fees for bankruptcy 
proceedings, a j: peals, and anticipated post-
judgment collection services. The Borrower 
also will pay any court costs. Unless the 
parties agree otherwise, payments will be 
applied first to any collection costs, then to 
any late charges then to accrued unpaid 
interest and any i: emaining amount 
Johnson's legal fees were clearly not incurred to collect 
the $lc • r] nnt-p in the manner ant i cipateo by th^ note. In fact, 
it merely cdnta on the iett.er ui i redit u^ o was pdiu. The 
contractual provision under which Johnson, claims has therefore 
Furthermore, Johnson's attorney fees were not incurred n 
order to enforce West One's contractual rights, they were incurred 
ic ri- : ^btain West ^~~ ' r r~F : *~i -*r " ' '- wa s a pre! 1 r-! ~-:-rv 
leg^-L Ccit: that precede'- ; :.e assumpt __ :::c: iiti: actual • 
tt attorney feet after Johnson assumes West One's 
con^ra^^1]"!1 ^i^h^r mav he ^ vnr. ^ oair ^o i^" v" reimbursable attorney 
accounts receivable to satisfy the note. 
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As a matter of logic, only Johnson's legal fees incurred 
to collect Graphic Reproductions' debt to West One could possibly 
be covered by the contractual rights to legal fees. To the extent 
Johnson has incurred legal fees in his effort to be subrogated to 
West One's position, he is not entitled by the very terms of the 
contract under which he claims to recover those fees. 
Inasmuch as there is no legal or equitable basis 
justifying the award of attorney fees under any contract or 
statute, the trial court erred in awarding costs and attorney fees. 
In the alternative, assuming the court upholds the ruling that 
Johnson somehow assumed West One's contractual right to legal fees 
incurred in collecting in the $50,000.00 loan, those contractual 
rights do not include the legal fees at issue. The award should 
therefore be reversed. 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court awarded Johnson's unsecured claim 
priority without regard to the law or logic of equitable 
subrogation. Johnson does not have a lien to be subrogated to West 
One's position. The only way for Johnson to get a lien is through 
equitable assumption of West One's lien, but Utah has not adopted 
such a rule. Even if Utah did adopt such a rule, it could not in 
equity be applied so as to cause Mead harm since Mead is an 
innocent third party. 
Even if Johnson could claim equitable subrogation, 
Johnson would not be entitled to subrogation under the facts 
presented. Johnson did not claim or prove that he had an agreement 
to be subrogated to West One's position. Furthermore, Johnson is 
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constructive ui actual, of Mead's intervening lien. 
Finally, even : :. Johnson is subrogated West One's 
posii t::i : n he :i : = s 1:1 :: t: • '
 l!|( g s :i n p i : :i : •] : :i t:;;r < "--. w t wo 
reasons. First, West One did not Lav,, a perfected security 
interest - ne accounts receivable to secure the $100,000 note. 
S e c o lid, IJ ,:, e s t opp e d f r o r " a i PI . :\ a p r i a r 11 y u v e r Me ad 
because of i t:s representation that tne $'" 00 note was the on] y 
debt secured by zne accounts receivable. 'onsequently, Johnson, 
standing -- "'-^^'r shoes, would still r^ -^ K0w-;mH Mead. 
should therefore be reversed iiici Mead's crossmotion for summary 
judgment should be granted awarding Mead priority over Johnson's 
clai in. 
The award of attorney fees should likewise be reversed as 
lacking my :—ra] support, and rbls matter should be remanded to 
trial and on appeal pursuant tu Mead's contractual, right riu recover 
its legal fees from, the accounts receivable. 
PA r f l l i I in i i i ! Il , Il ill I  l i p rembFM 1 0 9 4 , 
SMITH & HANNA 
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mailed, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Elwood P. Powell 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN AND POWELL 
175 South West Temple, Suite 510 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1410 
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Multiple Advance Note 
8/1/90 GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC. »»50.000.00» 8/24/69 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED the undersigned CBorroweO promises to pay West One Bank. Utah ("Bank!, or order, at »ts 
Business Banking office.« 107 South Mam, Salt Lake City 
»»FIFTY THOUSAND AND NO/100** 
Utah, the principal su 
. OOLLARS r * » * 5 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 » » ,
 c 
so much as may be outstanding Irom ume to time, together with interest thereon. 
Interest writ accrue on the outstanding unpaid pnnopal balance lor each day that any amount is outstanding and will continue to accrue until this note ts pa 
in full. Interest shaH be calculated on this note on the basis of a year consisting of 360 days at the rate set out below: 
D Fixed Rate Loan. The interest rate on this note will be at a fixed rate of. . percent per annum. 
KX Variable Rate Loan. The interest rate on this note is subiect to change Irom time to time as the Reference Rate desenbed below changes m response 
market forces that affect interest rates. The Reference Rate in effect at any time on this note is available from the Bank. 
1. Rate Changes, interest rate changes will occur: 
XX) Whenever the Reference Rate changes. 
D Monthly on the 
D 
2. Reference Rate. The Borrower in executing this note agrees that the Bank may set the loan rate based upon the Reference Rate indicated below. Tr 
Reference Rate lor purposes of this note is: 
XZ3 A base rate known as the West One Bank. Utah, Reference Rate. 
West One Bank. Utah, Reference Rate is not necessarily the lowest rate charged by the Bank on its loans. Rather, it is an index used by the Bank to set V 
rates on loans. The Bank may make loans based on other rates as weiL The rate is set by the Bank m its sole descreuon. The Bank may subsequen-
designate an independent index as the Reference Rate or Base Rate, but wil notify the Borrower before doing so. 
D An independent index or rate known as _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - — - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ 
pndex Rate 
The Bank has no control over this Index Rate. If the index becomes unavailable during the term of this loan, the Bank may designate a substitute indt 
a Interest Rate. The interest rate to be applied to the unpaid Pnnopal Amount of this note shall be a rate of 2 .5QO percentage points over the Refc 
ence Rate indicated above. That Reference Rate currently is 1 0 . 5 0 0 percent per annum and thus the current rate on this note is 1 3 . 0 0 0 ^VC9 
per annum. 
Borrower wilt pay this note as follows: 
D On demand. 
O On the following date or under the tallowing schedule: 
Tnrerest shall be due and payable monthly beginning October 1. 1989 and due 
on the 1st dav of each month thereafter. 
Principal olus remaining accrued interest shall be due and payable on or before 
August 1. 1990. 
D In addition to the payment(s) desenbed 
Payment(s) shall begin on 
Borrower win pay interest paymem(s) 
__________ and continue . thereafter until this note is paid in f. 
Borrower's last payment, due August 1 . 1990 (unltM a prior dtnind is madaf, will be for all the pnnopal amoc 
and all accrued interest, together with all other sums owing under this note, which Borrower has not paid before that data. Unless otherwise agreed to : 
Borrower and Bank. paymer4s wiH be appbed hrst to costt 
The Borrower has provided the Bank with the following property as coffateraJ to secure payment of this note:. 
Wells Fargo Bank Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit in the amount of 5100,000.00 
Security Agreement covering Inventory and Accounts Receivable dated 8/26/89. 
This is a 
_3 revolving line of credit. 
D non-revolving One of credit. The total advances shaft not exceed the note amount as shown above. Payments applied to principal will not entitle the Borrow* 
to further advances. 
NOTICE: THE T O W S ANO CONOfTIONS APPEARING ON THE 3ACX ARE A PART OF THIS NOTE. 
467-1114 
CA3C0I0 <$»(*) 
F.YWTBTT 1 
DISBURSEMENT OF LOAN PROCEEDS. The Bank shall have no obligation to advanco funds undor this note it (a) tht Borrower is in default under the terms 
of any agreement that the Borrower has with the Bank, including any agreement made in connection with tho signing of this note: (b) the Borrower dies or is 
insolvent: (c) the Borrower has applied funds provided pursuant to this note for purposes other than thost authorized by tha Bank: or (d) tht Bank reasonably 
dttms itstlf insecure under this note or any othtr agratmtnt bttween tht Borrower and tht Bank. 
Advancts undtr this nott may bt madt at tht written or oral request of any ONE of tht following Individuals: 
WTI.LTAM A. SCHRAECLE 
TAMI HOPKINS 
RONALD P. MILLER , 
who art authonzad to request advances and diract tht disposition of any such advancas until wrinan notice of tha ravocation of such authority it received by 
.ht Bank at said Office. Any such advance shall bt conclusively presumed to have been made to or for the btntfil of tht Borrower wnen mada in rccordanct 
with such requests and directions, or when said advancas art dtposited to tha credit of an account of tht Borrower with tht Bank. Tht Bank may require, at 
its sola option, that all oral requests bt confirmed in writing. 
Tht unpaid principal baianca owing on this nott at any lime may bt evidenced by endorsements on this not* or by tht Bank's internal records, including the 
Bank's computer printouts. 
Borrower warrants tht advancts art primarily for commercial, agricultural. 0/ business purposes. 
Borrower's payment wiu bt latt if not received within 15 days of tht due data. If a payment is late. Borrower will bt charged tht greater of $7.50 or 2H of the 
payment up to $5000 for tacn latt payment. 
If tht Borrower dots not pay as agreed, or if Borrower or any guarantor of this nott breaches any othtr agreement with tht Bank, tha Borrower will bt in default 
Upon dtfauit. or if tht Bank reasonably deems itself insecure, the Bank may declare the entire unpaid principal balance and accrued interest immediately due 
and the Borrower will then pay that amount. Upon default the Bank may increase the interest rate at its option four percentage points and include any unpaic 
interest as cf acceleration or maturity as pan of the sum due and subject to the higner rate, if the Bank does not increase the rate of interest on this note in the 
event of a breach or othtr dtfauit. than tht interest will continue at the stated note rate. 
RIGHT OF SET-OFF. The Borrower authonzes the Bank, to the extent permitted by applicable law. (a) upon default of any of its obligations to the Bank. (0) at 
any time the Bank reasonably deems itelf insecure, or (c) in case of the Borrower's death or insolvency, to charge or set-oft all sums owing on this note agains 
any of the Borrower's accounts with the Bank (whathv crocking, savings or son* other account), including a* accounts held jointly with someono else and a-
accounts the Borrower may open in the future. The Borrower grants the Bank a contractual possessory security interest in the Borrower's accounts to secure this right 
The Bank may pay someone else to help collect this note if the Borrower does not pay. The Borrower also will pay the Bank that amount. This includes the Bank'; 
attorneys lets whetner or not there is a lawsuit, including attorneys' fees for bankruptcy proceedings, appeals, and anticipated post-judgment collection services 
The Borrower also will pay any court costs. Unless the parties agree otherwise, payments will be applied first to any collection costs, then to any late charges 
then to accrued unpaid inwst and any rtmairung amount to principal. 
The Bank may delay enforcing any of its rights under this note without losing them, in the event of a lawsuit, the Borrower agrees to submit to the jurisdictior 
of the coun in the county in wmch the office is located. 
Borrower and any endorsers waive presentment, demand for payment, protest, notice of dishonor, and notice of every other kind. The obligations of Borrowe 
on this note are joint and several. 
TRANSACTION SCHEDULE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
INTEREST 
Date/Teller Rate Amount PtMTa 
PRINCIPAL 
Advance Principal UnpeM Balance 
FOR BANK USB ONIX 
PLEASE ENTER CODES IN TNrS 0 * 0 1 * 
IO*LC« MMOft 
\Ct—m 
l ^ 
1 COMMITMENT 
| TTPE * 
U»tf O M I 
Vfrrm 
C W H I I C— 
M I C M * 
ueewCeM 
»'•« »i,m,M»f 
£#NHJt COflMMMMtt 
Omm 
C U M C M * 
t l C C M H S i C w t f W K M I M 
G-4**»L-0-C 
wm#**rt 
Multiple Advance Note TfTSTQSir 
BASK 
DM* N M W fium**r $ DM* 
8-5-91 GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC. **50,000.00** 8-1-90 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED ma undersigned fBorroweO promises to pay West Ont Bank Utah fBanV) or order at Ox _
 mmmm______ 
Business Banking
 0(fiCi , 107 South Mam Street, Salt Lake City u u h ^ pnftcl^ sum 
of T i f t v Thousand and No/100» » » » • • » • » • • » • » » » » »
 0OLLAAS ,t»SO,000.00» j ^ 
ao much as may be outstanding from time to Umt together with Intartsl lhareon. 
Intarast will accrua on tha outstanding unpaid principal baianca tor each day that any amount la outstanding and win eonttnua to accrue unm this nota (s paid 
In full Intarast ahaU Pa calculated on this nota on tha basis of a y«ar consisting of 360 days ai tha rata $M out &«<ow 
U Flxad Rata Loan. Tha intarast rata on this nota wUI ba at a fi*ed rata of _ _ _ _ _ percent par annum 
G3 Variable Rata Loan Tha Intarast rata on this nota is subject fo change from time to time as the Reference Ra'e described below changes in response to 
market lorces that ailed tntarest rates. The Reference Rate tn effect at any time on this note is available from the Bank. 
1. Rate Changes. Interest rate changes wttf occur: 
(21 Whenever the Reference f^M changes. 
D Monthly on the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — « _ - - _ _ — _ » — — » _ — - _ « - — - _ _ « - _ - — - _ - - » « _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ 
D 
2. Reference Rate. T>e Borrower In executing this note agrees that the Sank may sat the loan rate baaed upon ths Reference Rate indicated below. Tha 
Reference Rate lor purpesas of this note is: 
( 2 A base rata known as ths West One Bank. Utah, Reference Rate. 
West One Bank, Utah. Reference Rare is not nscsssanfy ths lowest rate charged by the Bank on its loans. Rather, a Is an mdea used by the Bank to sat the 
rates on loans The Bank may mak* loans based on other rates as ws*. The rata Is sat by tha Bank to as sola oascreuoA. The Bank may aubaaquenuy 
de signals an Indepenoant Indax as the Reference Rate or Bass Rats, but wil noun/ tha 0orro»er bafore oomg so. 
D An independent Index or rate known as «•_«»«__-_«_«__--—_««_«--«_____^^ 
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - ^ ^ finds* Rata"). 
Tha Bank has no control * * r this Index Asia. If tha indsx becomes unavmitabis during the term of this loan, ths Bank may designate « wjbatftuts Max, 
a Interest Rats. Ths Interest rats is be sppftsd to ths unpaid Principal Amount of this nota sfial be a rats of 3 . 0 0 0 percentage points over ths Refer* 
•w^O^*tfirfigat^afviy^T>_tft--wv^a_a&iw-^iy- 1 0 . 0 0 0 a_r_nt on mntium and Urn* tr_ enrmnt niM on uua ftflia_13»000 paieMt 
per snnum. 
Borrower wii pay this note sstoilows: 
D On demand. 
E On ths following oats or undsr ths foOowino schedule: 
Interest shall be due ana payable monthly beginning September 5, 1990 and due 
on the 5th cav of each month therearter. 
Principal olus remaining accrued interest shall be due and payaale on or before 
August 5, 1991, 
D tn addition to ths payments) dsseribsd above. Borrower wis* pay Interest paymsntfs) -
P^yw-o^^ «K»M h-jta <m tut wvul^ i th_mmr_r until thia r_- - paid tn ItS. 
Borrower's tast payment, dus A u g u s t 5 , 1991 (un»$M a prior dsmamt Is ms&l wtf ba for afl ths orlndpai amount 
and as* accrued Merest together with al other sums owing under this nots. which Borrower has not paid befont that data. Unless otherwo* agr*«d to by 
Oorrower and flank, pa/mem imi he apnf erf firs rt man am arrrmtsa trtin vt life rfiartrn thtn w tr~irr l inrtiri Inr-nt am any rrnttrl-Q irmiri *t r r T r i 
Ths Sorrower has provided ths Bank wth ths foflowing property as coOslsrsi to secure payment of this nots:. 
**>11s Far-n Barie Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit in the amount of 5100.000.00 
s*r»gity Acre^r^nt covering Inventory and Accounts Receivable dated 8-»24-69. 
This Is s 
Q revolving Qns of credit 
D non-revoMng Bns of credit Ths leal soVsiicssshsl not exessd ths nots snTOjrsushcw^ 
to further advances. 
NOnCS. TM£ TEWIS AND CONDITIONS APPEARING ON THE BACK ARE A PART Qf THIS NOTE. 
534 Lawndale Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
467*1114 
BY: 
GRAPHIC REPTjCCttrfnbs, IMC. 
William A, Schr^agle 
ITS: President 
fiYHTKTT 1. PART 
C:S3URSEM6»<r OF LCAN PROCEEDS. Tha Sank jn»n hava no ootigauon to advanca funds undar UMS rcta •» (a) tha Bcrrcwtr 13 in daUult wncar th# Urms 
c/ a-y «3'»«'T»«'H that tna Borrowar has with tna Ban*. Incsuamg any agraamam mada in connao»on *»»in ir# ttc.*tng o' I M » wct«: (oj tha Borrow*/ ^ 
Injc.vam |c) ma Borrowar has apci»ad funds providad pursuant to tftlj ncia lor purposes ctnar man inota auinomao by tna Sank; 0/ (d) u>« Sank r»^tw^htv 
daams iisaif in^cura undar this nota or any othar agraamant batwaan ma Borrowar and ma Bantu * 
CNS Advances undar mis nota may ba mada at tha wnttan or oral racuast of any 
Willia/n A. Schraeole, Ta.T\i Kookias or Rcnalc P. Millar 
. of tna following individuals: 
who ara autnonxad to raouast advanca* and dlract tha disposition of any such advancas unui wnttan nouca of tha ravocauon of such autnonty ta racalvad by 
ma Bank at said Offtcs. Any such advanca shall ba ccnclusivary prasumad to h a w baan maca to or tor tha oanafH of ma Borrower whan mada In sceordanca 
with $ucn raouasts and enactions, or whan said advancas ara dspostisd to ma cradtt of an account of ma Borrower with ma Bank, Tha Bank may raquira. at 
lis sota option, mat all oral raquasu b» eonflrmad in writing. 
Tha unpaid pnnopai caianca owtng on this ncta at any Um« may b« avidancad by andorsamancs on mis nota or by ma Bank's Intarnal rscorda. Including tha 
Bank s cemputar printouts. 
Borrow*/ warrants tha advancas a/a primarily tor eommaroal. agricultural, or busmasa purposas. 
Borrowar's paymant win ba lata tf not racarvad within IS days of tha dua data. If a paymant Is lata. Borrowar wtU ba chargad tha graatar of $750 or 2 H of ma 
paymant up to 55OC0 for aach lata paymant. 
If tha Borrowar doas not pay as agraad, or if Borrowar or any guarantor of this nota braachas any othar agraamant with tha Bank, iha Borrowar w i i ba In dafauft. 
Upon cafault. or if tha Bank raasonaDty daams itsatf insacura, tha Bank may dacta/a tha anu/a unpaid pnnopai baunca and aocrvad Intarasi Immadlaiary dua 
and ma Borrowar will man pay thai amount. Upon default tha Bank may Incrsasa ma Intarasi rata at tu ocuon lour parcanuga points and Inctuda any unpaid 
intarsst as of accaiaration or malunty aa pan of tha sum dua and suoiact to ma Nghar rata. U ma Sank doas not incraasa tha rata of Intarasi on thia nota In tha 
avant of a braacn or othar dafautt. than tha intarasi wtU cortunua at tha sutad nota rata. 
RIGHT OF SET-OFF. Tha Borrowar authortza* tha Bank, lo tha axtant parmttiad by apoMeabta law, (a) upon dalautt of any of ks obUgauona to tha Bank, (b) at 
any t»m* ma Bank reasonably daams itatf insacura, or (c) in casa of tha Borrowar's daaih or insorvancy. 10 cnarga or aat-off a* ntm» owing on this nota against 
any of ma Borrowar s account* wun tna Bank (wtmht cftacsJng. aavtigs 0 / soma otnas accounrjL including a* accounts hakf totntly won aomaona also and a * 
accounutr>a8c*rowarmayo0anlnthotutura.T?tt 
Tha Bank may pay aomaona aiaa to hatp oottaci thia nota if tha Borrowar doas not pay, Tha 
attornaya' faas wnathar or not tham ia a awauit. inctuoing axtomaya ia«a tor bankruptcy 
Tha Borrowar also will pay any court cost*. Unfaa* tha paruaa agraa otnarwoa, paymant* wut 
than to aceruad unpaid intaraat and any ramaining amount to pnnopai. 
Tha Bank may daisy antorcing any of ha rights undar thia not* 
of tha court in tha county in wtacn tna oiflca ia tocaujd. 
without losing mam. In tna < 
Borrowar and any andorsara warva praaarttmant. 
on this nota ar t Joan and savarai. 
TRANSACTION S C H E O U U 
demand lor paymant, protaat. nouca of dasAonot 
aiao wul pay tha Bank that amount. Thia Inctudas tna Bank's 
aeoaaM. and anuctoautd pon ludgmani coiiactton aarvtoaa. 
aopaad irat 10 any cotfacbon ooau. than k9 any uua cnarga*. 
r a Uwaua, tha Borrowar agraaa to suoma to tha Jurisdiction 
and nouca of avary othar kind. Tho ooagation* of Borrowar 
INTEREST 
OatWTaU** a«t« Amount ••*!• 
?aiwci»Ax 
***•**• 1 ann<i««4 ] 
1 
1 ] 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
I 
U>a«44 aaUnca 
1 I I 
" i t ' ! 1 1 J 1 
FOR BANK USB ONLY 
atXASf EKTEH COOES IN TXtS OMOCM 
U C C M a i C w M M t 
couurrutMT 
TY»C 
Tab 2 
INVENTOR* A.ND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SECLRITi AGREEMENT 
On this 2 ^ h
 daY 0{ August 19 89 # _ ^ ^ 
GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC. „ n . ,. 
— — • . — . Debtor," 
hereby agrees with and grants to WEST ONE BANK. UTAH
 ( h c . . B a n k | » a security interest in the following: 
AH Inventory of Debtor now owned or hereafter acquired and all additions and accessions thereto and all proceeds of us 
sale or other disposition, 
All of Debtor s Accounts and Contract Rights presently existing and hereafter arising, the rights and interests of DcLtor 
in goods, the sale and delivery of which gave rise to an Account or Contract Right and the proceeds of such Accounts and 
Contract Rights. 
All personal property in which Debtor has an interest now or hereafter in the control or possession of Banl and the pro-
ceeds of such property. 
herein collectively called the "Collateral." to secure all Debtor's present and future debts, obligations and liabilities of whatever nature 
to Sank (the 'Obligations"), including loans made pursuant 10 this Agreement and Debtor's obligations hereunder. 
1. DEFINITIONS. The term "Inventory" means all goods held by Debtor for sale, lease, furnished or to be furnished under contracts 
of service raw materials work in process, materials used or consumed in Debtor's business and otner goods customarily classified ax inven-
tory The term 'Account ' means all rights of Deotor to payment for any goods sold or leased or for any services rendered within tne mean-
ing of "account" as defined by the Utah Uniform Commercial Code and other rights to payment customarily classified as accounts receivable 
The term "Contract Right" means all rights of Debtor to payment unacr a contract not yet earned by performance within the meaning 
of "contract r gnt" as defined by (he Utah Uniform Commercial Code. The term "Qualified Account ' means an Account wnicn met the 
following speculations at the time u came into existence and continues to meet the same until it u collected in full: 
(a) The Account is due and payaole not more t h a n _ _ 2 Q _ _ _ d a y s from the date of the invoice therefor and is not more 
than QQ days past due. 
(b) The Account arose in the ordinary course of Debtor's business from the performance of services or an outright sale of goods 
by Debtor, such goods having been shipped to the purchaser (the "Account Obligor") and Deotor has possession of or has delivered 
to Bank shipping or delivery receipts evidencing such shtproent. 
(c) The Account is not subject to any prior assignment* encumbrance or security interest and Debtor will not make any further 
assignment thereof or create any encumbrance or further security interest therein. 
(d) The Account is not subject to any setoff, credit, allowance or adjustment by the Account Obligor except a discount of not 
,
l
 gjgggdtnf n /a »vr cent allowed for prompt payment, and the Account Obligor 
.' has not complained as to his liability thereon and has not returned any of the goods from the sale of which the Account arose. 
(e) Debtor has received no notice of the bankruptcy, insolvency or financial embarrassment of the Account Obligor. 
" ' (f) Sank has not notified Debtor that the Account or the Account Obligor is unsatisfactory. 
Debtor will notify Bank in writing promptly of any Account which originally WAS a Qualified Account but has ceased to remain such within 
the above definition. 
2. LOANS. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, Bank may nuke such loans to Debtor as from time to time Dank elects so 
to make and nothing herein shall be construed to obligate the Bank to make any loans to Debtor. The aggregate unpaid principal of all 
such loans outstanding at any one time shall not exceed the total of: 
<Q tt of the Inventory at in cost or market value determined by Bank, whichever is lower, 
70 yt of the unpaid face amount of Qualified Accounu, 
1009* of the balance m tne Cash Collateral account as herein defined, 
or such other percentages of Inventory and Qualified Accounu as may from ume to time be fixed by Bank after nonce to Debtor. 
The prevailing percentage u herein called the "Loan Value." All such loans shall be evidenced by notes in form satisfactory to Bank bearing 
interest at the rate agreed upon from time to time by the parties. 
3. MINIMUM COLLATERAL. Debtor wilt at all limes maintain as the minimum collateral under this Agreement. Inventory and un-
collected Qualified Accounu have an aggregate Loan Value which, when added to the Loan Value of the funds in the Cash Collateral ac-
count, will at least equal the aggregate unpaid principal of all loans made hereunder and, if Debtor fails to do so. Debtor will immediately 
make the necessary reduction in the unpaid pnncipal amount of said loans. 
4. LISTS OF COLLATERAL. At the time of each borrowing under this Agreement and at such other times as Bank may request. 
Debtor will give Bank a statement of the Collateral or such pan thereof as Bank may prescribe specifically describing (unless waived by 
Bank) each item of Inventory, each Qualified Account and Contract Right owned by Debtor at the tunc of such statement, together with 
such supporting information and documenu pertaining to the Collateral as Bank may require, including, as to Accounu and Contraa Rights, 
copies of invoices, evidence of shipment and credit information on the Account Obligors. 
5. LOCATION OF COLLATERAL AND RECORDS. Debtor agrees that the inventory will be kept at the address below Debtor's 
signature (or, if not, at _ . ———-—- _— ) 
and will not be removed therefrom without Bank's pnor written consent or as otherwise permitted by this Agreement. Debtor warrants 
that the office where all records concerning the Accounu and Contract Righu are kept is in the State of Utah at the address below Debtor's 
sitnature (or. if not. at_ . ) 
and such office will not be cnanged or sucn Tecords removed tneretrora without Bank's prior written consent. 
6 PROCESS INC AND SALES OF INVENTORY- So long u Debtor is not in default hereunder, Debtor shall have the right in the 
regular '•ourse of business to process and sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the Inventory. Bank's security interest hereunder shall apply 
to ail proceees of ail saics or other expositions of the inveaiory. 
7 COLLECTION OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. Bank shall have theright to notify the Account Obligor or any other person obligated 
on anv of the Accounu or Contract Righu to make payment directly to Bank, to take pouession of all proceeds of such Accounts and 
Contact lishts ina to take sucn acuon wnich Debtor ra.ght or could take to enforce such Accounts and Contract Righis. including the 
neht to make any compromise, discharge or extension md ihe r.ght to take possession of. sell or dispose of any goods, the sale of which 
tavc rue to an Account or Contract Right. Bank may exercue any such righu at any time, whether or not Debtor is men in default hereunder 
or was theretofore making collections thereon. Until such time u Bank etecu to exercise such righu. Debtor is authorized to collect and 
enforce the Accounts and Contract Righu. The cost of such collection and enforcement, including attorneys' fees and legal expenses, shall 
be borne solely by Debtor, whether the same are incurred by Bank or by Debtor. 
I PROCEEDS Debtor shall account fully and faithfully for all proceeds in whatever form received from the disposition in any manner 
«f in« of ihe Collateral Uoon Bank's demand, Debtor wiU, upon receipt of such proceeds, promptly pay or turn overXhe same to Bank, 
nv proceeds Consisting ofmoney. checks, drafu or the like("cash proceeds") shall be deposited >n a special bai A  o  c i i   mone , ,    li  (   ll  i  i   i l nk account maintained 
with Bank over which Bank alone has power of withdrawal (the "Cash Collateral account"). Cash proceeds shall be deposited in precisely 
the form received except for the endorsement of Debtor where necessary to permit collection of items, which endorsement Debtor agrees 
to make and which Bank is also authorized to make on Debtor's behalf. Pending such deposit of cash proceeds or the transfer to Dank 
of an* oroceeds other than cash proceeds ("non-cash proceeds"). Debtor agrees that it will not commingle any such proceeds with any 
of Debtor's funds or property but wdl hold them separate and apart therefrom and upon an express trust for Bank until deposit to the 
CashCol literal account or transfer to the Bank, as the case may be. Bank from time to time may with respect to collected funds on deposit 
iTTh* r*ihCMUIMYI account and with respect to collected funds realised from any non«ash pTOweos. apply the same again* the Obl.ga-
£>?« At tde^and n ^ ^ t ^ S ^ S Z i to be in the sole discretion of Bank. Any portion of the funos on deposit in the Cash Col-
EXHIBIT 2 
COM«l*(V MS 
9 TRA.NSFER OF DOCUMENTS OR COODS. 3ank assumes no responsibility fcr the correctness, validity e-fcrccab.l.ty cr ge-uincness 
of any documents released to Debtor or for the existence, character, quality, condition, value or delivery of any gooas purported to'be 
represented by such documents or which are a part of the Collateral or the proceeds thereof. 
10 RECORDS AND INSPECTION. Debtor will at all times keep accurate and complete records of the Collateral. Bank or any of 
its agents shall have the right at any lime to enter any premises where any of the Collateral or records pertaining thereto are iocatcd 10 
inspect the Inventory and to inspect, audit, check and make extracts from any records or other data relating to the Collateral or any part 
thereof or to any otner transactions between ihe parties hereto. 
11 GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS. If any of the Accounts or Contract Rights arise out of contracts with the United States or any 
department agency or instrumentality thereof, Debtor will immediately notify Bank thereof and execute any instruments and take any steps 
required by Bank in order that all moneys due and to become due under such contract shall be assigned to Bank and notice thereof given 
to the United States under the Federal Assignment of Claims Act. 
12. FILING. Debtor warrants that no financing statement is now on file in any public office covering any of the Collateral or any 
of the proceeds thereof and so long as any of the Obligations remain unpaid. Debtor will not execute or file i financing ststerrent or security 
agreement covering the Collateral to anyone other than Bank. Debtor agrees to sign and deliver one or more financing statements, or sup-
piements thereto or otner instruments as Dank may from time to time require to comply with the Utah Uniform Commercial Cede or otner 
applicaole law or to preserve, protect and enforce the security interest of Bank and to pay all costs of filing such statements or instruments. 
13 CARE OF PROPERTY. Debtor shall: keep in effect ail licenses, permits and franchises required by law or coniran relating io 
Debtor's business, property or the Collateral; keep the Inventory in good repair and be responsioie for any loss or damage to it: at all times 
warrant and defend Debtor's ownership and possession of the Collateral, keep the Collateral free from ail liens, encumbrances and security 
interests. pay wnen due all taxes, '.cense (ca and other charges upon the Collateral or upon Debtor's business, property or the ircome 
theretrom. not misuse: conceal or in any way use or dispose of the Collateral unlawfully or contrary to the provisions of this Agreement 
or of any insurance coverage. Loss of, damage to or uncollectibility of the Collateral or any part thereof shall not rcleate Debtor from 
any of the Obligations. 
M INSURANCE: Debtor agrees, at hts expense, to insure the Inventory against loss, damage, theft (and such other risks as Uank 
may require) to the full msuraoie 'atuc mereol with insurance companies and unaer policies and m form satisfactory to C:~.k Proceeds 
from the insurance shall be pavaote to Bank as us interest may appear and all policies shall provide for ten (10) da>s imrtmum written 
cancellation notice to Bank. Upon request, policies or certificates attesting the coverage shall be deposited wtm uank insurance procerus 
may be appued by Bank towards payment of any of the Obligations, whether or not due. in such order of application as Uank may determine. 
15 RIGHT TO PROTECT. If Debtor fails to make any payments or perform any act reouired by this Agreement or n men Uank dee-.s 
idvisaole to preserve the Collateral or any part thereof or the pnority or perfection of Bank's security interest. Bank may advance funds 
for the same and such advances snail be one of the Obligations secured hereby and shall be immediately payaote wun interest tnereon at 
[he htghest lawful contract rate. In protecting, txercasing or assuring its interests under this Agreement. Bank may receive, open and dispose 
pf man addressed to Debtor and execute, sign and endorse on behalf of and in the name of Debtor negotiaote and otner irutruments lor 
[he payment of money, documents of title, other evidences of title, payment, shipment or storage relating to the Collateral or the procerus 
[hereof and any correspondence pertaining tnereto. 
16. DEFAULT. Debtor shall be in default hereunder if any of (he following events occur: (I) Debtor fails to pay any of the Obigatiuns 
when due: (2) Debtor fails to perform any undertaking or breaches any warranty in this Agreement or in any oi the Obligations; (3) any 
(tatemeni, representation or warranty of Debtor herein or in any other writing at any time furnished by Ocbtor to Banc a untrue tn any 
material respect when made; (4) Debtor becomes insolvent or unable to pay debts as they mature or makes an assignment for the benefit 
of creditors or any proceeding is instituted by or against Debtor alleging thai Debtor a insolvent or unaoie to pay debts as they mature; 
(5) entry of any judgment against Debtor; (6) death of Debtor who u a natural person or oi any partner of Ocotor which u a pannersmo; 
(7) dissolution, merger or consolidation or irznster of a substantial part of the property of Debtor which u a corporation cr a partnennip: 
(8) an attachment, garnishment, execution or other process u issued or a lien filed against any property of Debtor. (9) transfer of any interest 
in any of the Collateral contrary to the provisions of this Agreement without the written consent of Bank; (10) any of the Inventory u lost, 
stolen or materially damaged; (11) Debtor fails to maintain licenses, penniu and franchises necessary for iu business operations; (12) Bank 
shall deem itself insecure for any reason whatsoever. Waiver of any default shall not constitute a waiver of any subsequent default. 
17. REMEDIES. Upon the occurrence of any default hereunder and at any tune thereafter, all of the Obligations shall, at the election 
of Bank and without notice of such election, become immediately due and payable and Bank shall have the remedies of a secured piny 
under the Utah Uniform Commeraai Code or other applicable law, and: (1) Bank shall have the right to enter upon any premises wnere 
the Collateral or any records pertaining thereto may be and take possession of suca Collateral and records; (2) Debtor snail, if requested 
by Bank, assemole the Collateral and the records pertaining thereto at a place designated by Bank; (3) without nonce to Debtor. Bank may 
obtain the appointment of a receiver of the business, property and assets of Debtor and Debtor consents to the appointment of Bank or 
such person as Bank may designate as such receiver; (4) Bank may seii, lease or otherwise dispose of any or all of the Collateral and, after 
deducung the expenses incurred by Bank, including reasonable attorney's fees and legal expenses, apply the residue to pay (or to hold as 
a reserve against) the Obligations; (5) Bank may give any notice to Debtor required by law by mailing such notice, postage prepaid, at least 
five days before the event to any address of Debtor set forth in this Agreement; and (6) Bank shall have the nght immediately and without 
prior notice or demand to set off against the Obligations, whether or not due. oil money and other amounts owed by Debtor in any capacity 
to Bank and Bank ititU be deemed to have exercised such nght of setoff and to have made a charge against any such money or amounts 
immediately upon occurrence of such default, even though such charge is entered on the books of Bank subsequent thereto. 
18. GENERAL. This Agreement and any notes or other writings evidencing any of the Obligations constuuies the entire Agreement 
between the parties and may not be altered or amended except by a writing signed by all parties. This Agreement shall be ;otrrncd by the 
laws of the State of Utah. Debtor appoints the County Clerk of the county in wmch the place specified tn Debtor's address on tha Agreement 
is located as agent for the purpose of accepting service of process in any action pertaining to this Agreement and agrees that any such action 
may be brougnt in any court of said county. Any provision hereof found to be invalid shall not invalidate the remainder. Seller a authorized 
to date this instrument and fill in any blanks. All words used herein shall be construed to be of such gender and number as the circumstances 
require and all references to Debtor shall include all other ptrsotu primarily or secondarily liable hereunder. The Obligations of all Debtors 
ire joint and several. This Agreement binds each Debtor, hu respccuve hears, personal representatives, successors and assign*, and inures 
to the benefit of Bank, its successors and assigns. 
B A N K : VEST ONE BANK. UTAH nprrrna. GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS. INC. 
BY 
WILLIAM A. SCHRAECIE / J c s / . P r e s i d e n t 
A.ddre,,: 107 South Main
 t A d d r e a . 53& Lawndale Drive 
S a l e Lake C i t y , UT 84111 S a l t Lake C i t y , UT 841 IS 
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>S* 32 • < & & 
"ELLS FARGO BA2HC 
PAGE: 1 
OUR IRREVOCABLE STANDBY CREDIT: 
N B S 1 2 6 7 9 0 
DATE OF EXPIRY: AUGUST 1 5 , 1 9 9 0 
PLACE OF EXPIRY: AT OUR COUNTERS 
PPLICANT: 
-.CK T BAILLIE AND FRANCES 
-.ILLIE TRUST 
.0. BOX 2 68 
.VLINAS, CA 93901 
B. 
BENEFICIARY: 
WEST ONE BANK, UTAH 
BUSINESS BANKING DIVISION 
107 SOUTH MAIN ST., SALT LAS 
UTAH 84111 ATTN: S. CAMP err; 
AMOUNT: USD 100,000.00 
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND 00/100'S US 
DOLLARS 
£ HERE3Y ESTABLISH IN YOUR FAVOUR THIS CREDIT AVAILABLE WITH WELLS FARGO BANK, 
.A., SAN FRANCISCO, CA BY PAYMENT OF YOUR DRAFT(S) AT SIGHT DRAWN ON WELLS 
\RGQ BANK, N.A., SAN FRANCISCO, CA ACCOMPANIED BY: 
- BENEFICIARY'S SIGNED AND DATED STATEMENT AS FOLLOWS: 
"I, THE UNDRESIGNED, AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF WEST ONE BANK, UTAH 
STATE THAT STIPULATED TERMS OF THE LENDING AGREEMENT BETWEEN WEST ONE 
BANK, UTAH AND GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC; OF SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH ARE 
IN DEFAULT AND THAT A DEMAND UNDER THE SUBJECT STAND-BY LETTER OF CREDIT 
IS BEING MADE." 
3IS LETTER OF CREDIT IS INOPERATIVE AND MAY NOT BE DRAWN AGAINST UNLESS AND 
NTIL WE SHALL ISSUE AN ADVISE OF AMENDMENT MAKING THE LETTER OF CREDIT 
PERATIVE; WE UNDERTAKE TO ISSUE SUCH AN ADVISE OF AMENDMENT AND FORWARD IT TO 
3U PROMPTLY UPON OUR RECEIPT, AT OUR LETTER OF CREDIT OPERATIONS OFFICE, 525 
ARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, ATTENTION MR. ROBERT RUBIO, OF YOUR 
SQUALIFIED TELEGRAPHIC REMITTANCE IN THE AMOUNT OF US$98,000.00 IN IMMEDIATELY 
MAILABLE FUNDS, FOR CREDIT TO THE JACK T. BAILLIE AND FRANCES B. BAILLIE TRUST 
\ID REMITTANCE MUST MENTION OUR LETTER OF CREDIT NO. NBS-126790 AND MUST BE 
2CEIVED BY US NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 1, 1989. IF YOUR REMITTANCE IS NOT 
ECEIVED BY US IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AFORESAID CONDITIONS, THIS LETTER OF 
REDIT SHALL NOT BE MADE OPERATIVE AND WILL BE CONSIDERED NULL AND VOID. 
RAFT(S) MUST INDICATE THE NUMBER AND DATE OF THIS CREDIT. 
ACH DRAFT PRESENTED HEREUNDER MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY THIS ORIGINAL CREDIT FOR 
3R ENDORSEMENT THEREON OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH DRAFT. 
3CUMENTS MUST BE FORWARDED TO US IN ONE PARCEL AND MAY BE MAILED TO WELLS FARGO 
ANK, N.A., LETTER OF CREDIT OPERATIONS, P.O. BOX 3712, RINCON FINANCE STATION, 
Original 
EXHIBIT 3 
Traie Services Oivtsicn 
Kcrthcrn Califcrnia 
515 Karkc: Ccrccc, 25:Ji fleer 
San francisco, CA ?~U3 
J ^ / 
£\ 
WELLS FARGO BANK 
PAGE: 2 
THIS IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF LETTER OF CREDIT NUMBER: NBS126790 
AN FRANCISCO, CA. 94119, 
HIS CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE UNIFORM CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE FOR DOCUMENTARY 
REDITS (1933 REVISION), INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, PUBLICATION NUMBER 
00, AND ENGAGES US IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS THEREOF. 
AUTHORIZED-SIGNATURE 
THIS DOCUMENT CONSISTS OF 2 ?kGZ(S). I t!«UL»rtn3. r v r T: 
Qrigtnal 
Trade Services Oivision 
Northern California 
52S Harket Street, 2Sth ftoor 
San francisco, CA 941C5 
PAGE: 1 
DUPLICATE ORIGINAL 
DATE: AUGUST 3 0 , 1 9 8 9 AMENDMENT TO CREDIT NO. 
' N B S 1 2 6 7 9 0 
AMENDMENT NUMBER: 1 
APPLICANT: 
JACK T BAILLIE AND FRANCES B. 
BAILLIE TRUST 
P.O. BOX 268 
SALINAS, CA. 93901 
BENEFICIARY: 
WEST BANK, UTAH 
BUSINESS BANKING DIVISION 
107 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111 
ATTN: S. CAMP. 
THIS AMENDMENT IS TO BE CONSIDERED AS PART OF THE ABOVE CREDIT AND MUST BE 
ATTACHED THERETO. 
THE A30VE MENTIONED CREDIT IS AMENDED AS FOLLOWS: 
THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL CONDITION HAS BEEN ADDED: 
THE LETTER OF CREDIT IS NOW OPERATIVE. 
ALL OTHER TERMS UNCHANGED.
 K \ f 
OjAiMik. 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE 
THIS DOCUMENT CONSISTS OF 1 PAGE(S). 
WELLS FARGO BANK 
Original 
Tab 4 
Multiple Advance Note - - - - - VWESTQME 
r
 BANK 
Atx'/smv v/'v//////////,/////^^^^^^ 
Dx,t Nam* Numbw > fc«* 
8/1/90 GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS,INC. »»100.0Q0.00»« ft/?4/8Q 
FOR VALUE RECEIVEO the undersigned (-Borrower') promises to pay West One Bank. Utah ("Bank-), or order, at its 
Business Banking Off»ce. at 107 South Main. Sa l t Lake Ci tv urah. tho pnncipal sum 
oi »«Q~Ni: HUNDRED THOUSAND AND N0/100+* OOLLARS <* *-MQQ.qS0.QQ»»
 } 0r 
SO much as may be outstanding from time to lime, together with interest thereon 
Interest will accrue on the outstanding unpaid principal balance for each day that any amount is outstanding and wilt continue to accrue until this note is paid 
in full. Interest snail be calculated on this note on the basis of a year consisting of 360 days at the rate set out below 
D Fixed Rate Loan. The interest rate on this note will be at a fixed rate ol percent per annum 
XX Variable Rate Loan The interest rate on this note is subiecl to change from time to time as the Reference Rate described beio* changes m response to 
market lorces that altect interest rates. The Reierence Rate in effect at any time on this note is available from the Bank. 
1 Rate Changes ln;erest rate changes will occur 
X 3 Whenever the Reference Rate changes. 
D Monthly on the . 
D 
2 Reference Rate The Borrower »n executing this note agrees that the Bank m*y *•» the loan rate based upon tne Reference Rate indicated below. The 
Reference Rate for purposes of this note is: 
2Qv A base rate known as the West One Bank. Utah. Reference Rate. 
West One Bank. Utah, Reierence Rate is not necessarily the lowest rate charged by tho Bank on its loans. Rather it is an index used by the Bank to set the 
rates on loans The Bank may make loans based on other rates as well. The rate is set by the Bank m us son cescreuon. Tr.e Bank may subsequently 
designate an independent index as tne Reference Rate or Base Rate, out wiU notify the Borrower before doing so 
O An independent index or rate known as _____________________--__________^ 
_ _ ("'Index Rate") 
The Ban* ha* no control over \his todex Raie. \\ \he index becomes unavaAaW* tonne, tt>» \»m» xA \tu% * » . \T>% Ban* may oesignata a *\to»A\rt» moax 
1 Interest Rate The interest rate to be applied to the unpaid Principal Amount of this note shall be a rate of ___Q percentage points over the Refer 
ence Rate indicated above. Thai Reference Rate currently is 1 0 . 5 0 0 percent per annum and thus the current rate on this nee is * ~ - Q CQ percer 
pnt annum. 
Borrower will pay this note as follows: 
D On demand. 
On the following date or under the following schedule: 
Interest shall be due and payable monthly beginning October 1. 1939 and due 
on the 1st day of each month thereafter. 
Principal plus remaining accrued interest shall be due and payable on or oefore 
August 1, 1990. 
D In addition to the payment(s) described above. Borrower will pay interest payment(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Payment(s) shall begin on and continue thereafter until this note is paid tn fu. 
Borrowers last payment, due A u g u s t 1 . 1 9 9 0 (unltss e pnor d»m»ndis m*09>, wiU be for all the principal amour 
and ail accrued interest, together with aM other sums owing under this note, which Borrower has not paid before tnat date. Unless otherwise agreed to t 
Borrower and Bank, payments wiU be applied first to costs and expenses, then to late charges, then to accrued unpaid interest, and any remaining amount to prmctp* 
The Borrowor has provided the Bank with the following property as collateral to secure payment of this note: 
Wells Faroo Bank Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit in the amonnr of SIOO.000.00 
This is a 
E ? revolving line of credit. 
U non-revolving lino of credit Tho total advancos shad not oxcocd tho note amount as shown above. Paymonts applied to principal will not ontillo tho Borrow*, 
to further advances. 
NOTICE: THE TERMS ANO CONDITIONS APPEARING ON THE BACK ARE A PART OF THIS NOTE. 
I M U M I oi 8oi'o»«( .———-——_____————————-
534 Lavndale Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
467-1114 
L l O N * 
S e c * S«cw«r *•» 
GRAPHIC REPR0W/CTI0}JS. INC.x—i 
*Y: (AJLyirt/j^^S 
***" WILLIAM A. SCHRAECL£\ 
ITS: PRESIDENT (J 
Sign**** 
IqntHtf '~"* ,»^ "" 
S<y—m» 
EXHIBIT U 
JACMKMN. 'ssnau** ' 
DSBURSEMENT OF LOAN PROCEEDS The Bank shall have no obligation to advanceTunbs undor this note il (a) the Borrower is m default under the terms 
rfany agreement that the Borrower has wtth the Bank, including any agreement made In connoctlon with the signing of this note, lb) the Borrower dies or is 
coivent (c) the Borrower has applied funds provided pursuant to this note for purposes other than those authorized by the Bank, or (d) the Bank reasonably 
terns itself insecure under this note or any other agreement between the Borrower and the Bank. 
Advances under this note may be made at the written or oral request of any O N E of the following individuals* 
L WILLIAM A. SfflRAECU 
/ TAMT HOPKINS 
RONALD P . MILLER 
wno are authorized to request advances and direct the d sposition of any such advances until written notice of the revocation of such authority is received by 
.he Ban* at said Office Any such advance shall be conclusively presumed to have been made to or for the benefit of the Borrower when made in accordance 
with such requests and directions or when said advances are deposited \o the credit ot an account of the Borrower with the Bank. The Bank may require, at 
its sole option (hat ail oral requests be confirmed in writing 
The unpaid principal balance owing on this note at any time may be evidenced by endorsements on this note or by the Bank's internal records, including the 
Dank s computer printouts 
Borrower warrants the advances are primarily for commercial, agricultural, or business purposes. 
Borrower s payment wilt be late •< not received within 15 days of the due date. If a payment is late, Borrower will be charged the greater of $750 or 2 % ol the 
payment up to S5000 lor each late payment. 
If the Borrower docs not pay as agreed, or if Borrower or arty guarantor of this note breaches any other agreement with the Bank, the Borrower will be in default 
Ucor ??'auit. or if 'he 3 3 " * reasonably dasms itself ms3cure. the Bank may declare the entire urpaid principal balance and accrued interest immediately due 
ard "ne Sorrower will then pay that amount Upon cefauit the 5an* may increase the interes: rata at its op^on four percentage points and include any unpato 
interest as of acceleration or maturity as part of the sum due and subject to the higher rate. If the Bank does not increase the rate of interest on this note »n the 
event oi a breach or other default, then the interest will continue at the stated note rate. 
RIGHT OF SET-OFF. The Borrower authorizes the Bank, to the extent permitted by applicable law. (a) upon default of any of its obligations to the Bank, (b) at 
any time the Bank reasonably deems uelf insecure, or (c) in case of the Borrower's death or insolvency, to charge or set-orf ail sums owing on this note against 
any of the Borrower s accounts with the Bank (wnithtr cnecJctno, savings or some other account), including all accounts held jointly with someone else and at 
accounts the Borrower may open m the future. The Borrower grants the Bank a contractual possessory security interest in the Borrower's accounts to secure this right 
The Bank may pay someone else to help collect this note if the Borrower does not pay. The Borrower also will pay the Bank that amount. This inciudos the Bank's 
attorneys fees whether or not there is a lawsuit, including attorneys' lees tor bankruptcy proceedings, appeals, and anticipated post-judgment collection services 
The Sorrower also will pav any court costs Unless the parties agree otherwise* payments will be applied first to any collection costs, then to any late charges 
then to accrued unpaid interest and any remaining amount to pnncipaL 
The Bank may detay enforcing any of its rights under this note without losing them. In the event ol a lawsuit, the Borrower agrees to submit, to the jurisdiction 
of the court m the county in which the office is located. 
Borrower and any endorsers waive presentment, demand for payment, protest, notice ol dishonor, and notice ol every other kind. The obligations ol Borrower 
on this note are joint and several. 
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H~S Ci . .-OCTAL Or THAT ^rj^^CR't NOTE DATED 8-24-89 BY M^g^.^ll CFJ-Sr.ZZ 
REp-CCCCriCSS, INC. AS C£2TC/^ » V.-EST CC^S SANK, UTAH AS CPJE37* 
r w.-u.. . . .«.. 
Multiple Advance Note jyJESTQNB^ 
BANK 
minimi • • • n i l i n i W — M ^ ^ , , ^ 
Dw« N U M N x m W f $ p 4 ( t 
8-5-91 GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC. *100,000.00* 8-1-9CT 
FOR VALUE RECEfVEO tha under*.Qr\ed ('Borrower*) promises to pay West Ona Bank. UUh C8ank"). or ordar. at hs . 
Business Banking
 0fflC al 107 South Main Street, Sal t Laxe c i t y tltalt ttt, nfin~" 
oi 'One riuncred Thousand and No/100* » • * • » » » » • * » » - » 'pSu^as/t y100,000.d0» 
so much as may Dt outstanding from tlm« to ume togetner with Interest lharaon. "* 
Interest *i8 tccrut on tha outstanding unpaid principal batanca for each day that any amount ts outstanding and wM continue to accrue until tha not* 
in fuU Interest sn&il be calculated on this note on the basis o( a year consisting of 350 days at the rate set out below: 
D Fixed Rate Loan The Interest rate on this note w«« be at a fixed rate of percent per annum. 
Q Variable Rate Loan. The interest rate on this note is subied to change from time to time as the Reference Rate described below changes m resra 
market forces that allect Interest rates. The Reference Rate In ellect at any time on this note is available from the Bank. 
1. Rale Changes. Interest rate changes will occur 
( 3 Whenever tha Reference Rate changes. 
D Monthly on tha 
D _ , 
2. Reference Rate. Tha Borrower In executing this note agreas that the Bank may sal tha loan rata based upon tha Reference Rata indicated b<:> 
Reference Rate for purposes of this note is: 
(20 A base rate known as tha Wast Ona Bank. Uiah, Rafartnca Rata. 
West Ona Ban*. Utah, Ratarenca Rata Is not necessarily tha lowest rata charged by tha Bank on Us loans. Rather, Ills an index used by tha Bank » 
rates on loans. Tha Bank may maxa bans based on otnar rates as waC Tha rata ts sat by the Bank in ks sola deserstxvv Tha Bank may sub* 
designate an independent r»dex as the Reference Rata or Base Rata, but wil notify tha Borrower before dong so. 
D An Independent Index or rata known as 
• _ _ - _ ftndai 
Tha Bank has no control ove/ thia Index Rata. If tha index bacomes unavailable during tha term oi this ban, tha Bank may designate a audatli-* 
1 Intarest Rata. Tha interest rata to ba appiiad to tha unpaid Principal Amount oi thia note shaJ ba a rata oi .JuJ-Q-L--parcanuga points overt 
-w^Rmt-Uv<^_l-<lAfat»^Th_lH- l - r -ng-Aal-gi i fmnt ly i« 1 0 . 0 0 0 p i M M p-# I M I K I I *r»1 UUJ« tfwem-am niMon iftta natm i» 1 1 . 0 0 0 
par annum. 
Borrower wvJ pay thia note as toffee*: 
LJ On demand. 
£_) On tha following data or undar tha toflowmg schedule: 
Interest shall be due and payable monthly beginning September Sf 1990 and due on the 
5th dav of eacn month thereafter. 
"Principal plus remaining accrued interest shall be due and payaoie en cr before 
AUGUST: 5, 1991. _ _ 
O la addition to tha payments} described above. Borrower will pay interest payments) .^_»___»___»____«_--_--___--_-_---_---——-—-
Payrnant(s) aha. begin «•> and ******** thereafter undl this nota la ? 
Borrowed taat payment, dua AUQUSt 5 , 1991 r>tfs*f a prior dmn* 1$ madtjl wfj ba for al tha pnndi 
and ail accrued irxareat, togather with aM other suma owing under thia nota. which Oonow-r haa not paid before that data. Unless otherwise a». 
Borrower and Bank, payments w* ba appfced first to costs and experoee, then «late crou^a* Ihen to accrued unpe^ 
Tha Dor rower has provided tha Bank with the following property as eoltaiarsi to secure payment oi this nota: 
Wells Farco Bank Irrevocable Srarany Letter of Credit in the amount of SI 00,000.007 
This is a 
QravoMng Ina oi cradrt, 
C norwtvavirv} fine oi credd. Tha total advances shall not exceed tns nota amount as shown above. Payments applied to principal will not anbtJa fc, 
lo further advances. 
NOTICE: THE TERMS ANO CONDITIONS APPEARING ON THE 2ACX ARC A PART OF THIS NOTE. 
534 Lawndale Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
BY: • E $ 
GRAPHIC REPPOgLXTTIONS. INC 
tdauL*& 
**"*" William A. Schraeaie 
ITS: President ^ 
467.1114 
EXHIBIT 4 , PART 2 
OlSBUflSEMENT OF LOAN PflOCEEOS. Tha Bank snail h i v i no ooi.flttKsn to advance kinds undar tnis <**• U (a) the Bo/fo»«/ .» ,n defauft gnctr tha terms 
cf any ac/Mn-aru that tha Sorrower has wiin (ha Bank, Including any agreement made In connection w«ih ma *«gmng ol tn»s no»e. p ) ma Borrower oias or is 
Insolvent; (c) tna Bcr/owar has applied fundi provided pursuant to thia nota lor purposes ochar than those authonjed by tha Bank: or (d) tha Sank reusonaoty 
daams Itself Insecure under this nota or any othar agreement between tha Borrower and tha Bank. 
Advances under this nota may be mada at tha written or oral request of any C N E 
William A. Schraeqle, Taml Hopkins or Ronald P. Miller 
Of tha following Individual*: 
who ara authoniad to request advances irvt direct the disposition of any such advancas until wrtttan notlca of tha revocation of such authonty hi racer*** by 
tha Ban* at said Office. Any such advanca shall ba conclusively presumed to have b*«<\ mada to or lor tha &r\*Ca of tha Borrower whan mada In accordance 
with such requests and direction*, or whan satd advancas ara depoa>ted to tha credit of an account of tha Borrower with tha Bank. Tha Ban* may require, ai 
iU sola option, that ail oral request ba conflrmad In writing. 
Tha unpaid pnncipai balanca owing on this nota ai any tima may ba avidancad by andorsamants on thla nota or^ftt^ Bank's Intarnal racords. Including tha 
Bank's comoutar printout*. 
Borrower warrants tha advances ara pnmanty for commardal, agncuitural. or business purpose*. 
Borrowar's pavmant will ba late If not received wtlhin IS days of tha due daia. If a payment la uua. Borrower will be charged lha greater of J7JSC or 2 H o( lha 
payment up to $50.00 tor each tata payment. 
If tha Borrowar doas not pay as •greed, or It Borrower or any guarantor of thia nota braachas any other agraament with tha Bank, tha Borrower win ba in default 
Upon default, or if tha Bank reasonably deame ttsaif Insecure, tha Bank may declare tha entire unpaid principal balanca and accrued Interest Immediately due 
and tha Borrowar will then pay that amount. Upon default tha Bank may Incraaaa tha Interest rata ai Its oouon four percentage points and include any unpaid 
Interest as of acceleration or maturity aa pan of tha turn dua and subject to tha high* / rata. If tha Bank doaa not Incraaaa tha rata of Internal on thia nota In Lha 
event of a breach or othar default, than tha interest will contlnua at tha stated nota rata. 
RIGHT OF SETOFF. Tha Borrowar authorUaa tha Bank, to tha axtani permitted by apobcaofe law, (a) upon default of any of Its obiigauone to tha Bank, (b) ai 
any tima tha Bank reaaonaory deema kaif inaacura, or (c) In case of tha Borrowar's death or Iruotoncy. to charge or aavorf a f auma owing on true nota against 
any of tha Sorrower's accounts with lha Bank rwnetner cn+cjanc. aavinga or eome other eccoun/j. Including a l aceounta hatd Jomay with aomaona ataa and *4 
accounts the Sorrower may open in tna future. Tha Borrower granu lha Ban* a contractual posaaaaory aacuray Waereei m tha Sorrowers accounts to aacura thia ngnt. 
Tha Bank may pay aomaona ataa to halo collect thia nota if tha Borrowar doaa not pay. Tha Oonower alao wit pay the Bank that amount. Thia mefudaa tha Bank's 
attornaya' faea whether or not thare la a lawsuit. Including anomeye' laaa tor bankruptcy proceeding*, appeals, and anudoaied post^uogmant nonaction aenncea. 
Tha 8orrow«r auo will pay any court coeta. Unieaa tha pa/uea agree otherwise, paymenta wU ba looked fin* to any cortaction coats, than w any laia charges, 
than to accrued unpaid interest and any ramainlng amoum to pnnepaJ. 
Tha Bank may delay enforcing any of Its rights under this nota 
of tha court in tha county In wnicn tha office is 
Borrowar and any endorsers w a n * presentment, demand lor 
on this nota a/a Joint and several. 
TRANSACTION SCHEDULE 
loaing them. In tho event of a laweuft, tha Oonowar agraaa to aubnut to tha JurlsdJeioft 
protest, notiea) of diahonoc and notlca oi ovary cahar lund. Th« oofigaijona of Borrowar 
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Tab 5 
August 6, 1989 
Jack § Frances Baillie 
112 Carniel Ave. 
Salinas, CA. 93901 
Dear Jack and Fran, 
Jean and I thank you for lining up a ,fLetter o£ Credit1' to West One Bank of 
Salt Lake City, giving Graphic Reproductions a little breathing room. As we under-
stand, the "Letter of Credit11, will be by Wells Fargo Bank to West One Bank, secured 
by the Baillie Trust, which you control. 
As we discussed, when Bill Schraegle asked Jean and I for help, we were not in 
a position to give assistance. I still cannot believe Bill's own parents would not 
help out, I can only assume Mr. Schraegle was unable to, rather than not wanting 
to. 
Both of you, and Jean and I feel this favor you have done for us through the 
Baillie Trust is definately our responsibility. Per your request, we are stating 
that if the "Letter of Credit" is ever called in by West Qie Bank, Jean and I wili 
cover any loss to the Baillie Trust. Bill Schraegle seems confident he will not 
need the "Letter of Credit" by 1991. 
Thanks again, 
Donald Johnson 
EXHIBIT 5 
Tab 6 
v.o^*rr«?rc.Gi LOO 
1. Oeb'tor(s) ( L J S I Nam*? r.r'A .wCressics) | 
GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, I.\'C 
534 Lawndale Drive 
Salt LakerCicy, IT 
Social Security or 
34115/ 
*3 
Emo. Fed. I.O. No. S7-0319531 
ecufcO Portydes) and a<J3rcss(e:i 
UTST ONE BANK, UTAH 
107 South Main 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Attn: Business Banking/SLC 
4. This Financing Statement covers the following types (or items) of property: 
All of Debtor s inventory and accounts receiv-6 Cross $3,es price 
able now owned or hereafter acquired, as more V0f collateral 
fully described in the attached Exhibit "A"; 
of one pagef which by reference to is pade a s-
p a r t hereof. 
! V2 ' . i 7 7 3 8-
U-uC OEPT 
For S l i n g ' O f U e r (Dale . l Y m e . W r i t 
and Filing Off ice) 
T h e Secured party is is not XX i lie ocwurcy u«*i ly »> •> n m < 
Purchase money lender of the collateral. 
a seller or or use tax paid to State of 
Sales 
SEP 3 IZ o fH VJ 
5. Assignee(s) of Secured Party and 
Address(es) 
This statement is filed wi thout the deotor's signature to berfeoca security interest in collateral (Check Q «f so) 
L J already subject to a security interest in another jiis/sdiction when it was brought into this state. 
D which is proceeds of the original collateral described above in which a security interest was perfected. 
Microf i lm N o . 
Check 0 *' covered: ^ ? / ,cc*iCs of Collateral are also covered. Q Products of Collateral are also covered. N o . of additional Sheets preser 
one 
3 . Matur i ty date (if a n y ) : 
vered. 
Approved by Division of Corporations and Commercial 
Code, Department of Business Regulations. 
GRAPHIC ^EPROTUCTIOyS, INC. WEST ONE BANK. UTAH 
Signature^) pl'.OeOldr(s) Si^nature(s) of Satured Party (»«s) 
STANDARD FORM - FORM UCC-1. 
(2) F IL ING OFFICER COPY - NUMERICAL 
EXHIBIT 6 
2 1 7 7. 3 8 
EXHIBIT "A" 
UCC DEPT 
STATE OF UTAH 
SEP 5 IZzsPH'B'J 
All of Debtor's inventory now owned or hereafter acquired and all of Debtor's 
.rights of payment of money now owed or hereafter owed to Debtor, whether 
due or to become due and whether or not limited to accounts, contract rights, 
chattel paper, instruments, and general intangibles, all of which are 
hereafter called "receivables", together with all substitutions, renewals, and 
accumulations thereto, and, in each and every case, all proceeds of sale 
received therefrom or funds paid pursuant to the ownership thereof to secure 
all of Debtors present and future obligations of whatever nature to Secured 
Party, including all costs, fees, and interest. 
DE3T0R: 
GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC. 
A UTAH CORPORATION 
BY: 
ITS: 
WILLIAM A. SCHRAEGLE / ) ' 
PRESIDENT £y 
SECURED PARTY: 
WEST ONE BANK, UTAH 
A UTAH CORPORATION 
BY d>£ e 
ITS: \J~<.<- ?J<S\Jt«.'X 
Tab 7 
92' 15: 19 i ! U T H AND 
p.02 p . 2 
JPN 13 ' 9 2 3123 ?RP« 2ELUSRBflCH DENUES 
04/64/41 " » i 0 8 FAS Ml 3*4 4?43 
PAGE.382 
w.o.B.-iorxAi* a cot 
W«OfttBtnk.Uuh 
107|»uthM*ta 
SWlOktCJty.Uuh Hill 
WB8UCQ&JB 
TO: 
DATE j 
stTBJSCT: 
Darna gcrdstt Hlllar (FAX #438-1998) 1_ aandal Roburts 
A^ril 4, 1991 
Craphia fiagrediictisss 
E*» 4bov« rtf«r«&esd cospany has & $5C,C0O ravolviay l i s * v i t i . eur 
fcaafc. Th* b«lane%, a t tha and of fcafifcinsr on 4 / 3 / » i , va« $13,000. 
Tai-3 Had i s ttesrad by «sooui±a and isvaatexy. 
S&euld you feftv* any es**fel0&* pleaaa a a l l ma at «Cl-e34-«I30. 
EXHIBIT 7 
Tab 8 
ANCING STATEMENT is presented to a filing officer for filing pursuant to the Uniform 
lercial Code. 
»r(s) (Last Name First) and address(es) 
Lc Reproductions, Inc. 
lwndale Drive 
.ake City, UT 84115/* 
•curity or 
d. I D . No. *£ 
2. Secured Party(ies) and address(es) 
The Mead Corporation' 
d/b/a Zellerbach-A Mead Company 
2255 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, UT 84125 
Financing Statement covers the following types (or items) of proper] 
: Debtor's inventory and accounts 
/able now owned or hereafter acquired 
re fully described in the attached 
Lt ffAfl of one page which by reference 
le a part hereof 
jred party is is not a seller or 
* money lender of the collateral. 
6. Gross sales price 
of collateral 
^ 6 6 , 9 4 3 . 7 6 
or use tax paid to 
State of 
Sales 
2 8 6 3 5 3 
UCC DEPT 
umber, 
and Filing Office) 
H«2i inflMl'S! 
5. Assignee(s) of Secured Party and 
Address(es) 
oo 
H 
M 
PQ 
M 
X 
w 
statement is filed without the debtor's signature to perfect a security interest in collateral (Check Qj) if so) 
D already subject to a security interest in another jurisdiction when it was brought into this state. 
D which is proceeds of the original collateral described above in which a security interest was perfected. 
Microfilm No. 
2 if covered: [ 3 Proceeds of Collateral are also covered. 1 Q Products of Collateral are also covered. No. of additional Sheets presented:.. 
, LL 
laturity date (if any): \ Approved by Division of Corporations and Commercial (— 
Code, Department of Business Regulations. 
JRAPHI^RCPRODUCTIONS, If 
'4'±i-aLt*i f~ 
<=<THE MEAD gopPORATION rv. 
^—•" Signature(s) of Secured Party! ies) rt  (i ) 
STANDARD FORM - FORM UCC-1. (1) FILING OFFICER COPY - ALPHABETICAL 
On this ±C day of April, 1991, Graphic RePYP^cftW}f* 
Inc. ("Debtor") hereby agrees with and grants tcUWieUbllAd 
Corporation d/b/a Zellerbach - A Mead Company (''SecmT^fP^JfTypj^H 
a security interest in the following: ^ 
All of Debtor's inventory now owned or 
acquired and all of Debtor's rights of payment of money 
now owed or hereafter owed to Debtor, whether due or to 
become due and whether or not limited to accounts, 
contract rights, chattel paper, instruments, and 
general intangibles, all of which are hereafter called 
"receivables", together with all substitutions, 
renewals, and accumulations thereto, and, in each and 
every case, all proceeds of sale received therefrom or 
funds paid pursuant to the ownership thereof to secure 
all of Debtors present and future obligations of 
whatever nature to Secured Party, including all costs, 
fees, and interest. 
herein collectively called the "Collateral", to secure all 
Debtor's present and future debts, obligations and liabilities of 
whatever nature ("the Obligations") to Secured Party. 
1. DEFINITION: The term "Inventory" means all goods 
held by the Debtor for sale, lease, furnished or to be furnished 
under contracts of sorvice, -av; materials, work in process, 
materials used or consumed in Debtor's business. 
2. LOCATION OF COLLATERAL AND RECORDS: Debtor agrees 
that Inventory and all records pertaining thereto will be kept at 
the following address: 534 Lawndale Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
and will not be removed therefrom without Secured Party's prior 
written consent or as otherwise permitted by this Agreement. 
3. PROCESSING AND SALES OF INVENTORY: So long as 
Debtor is not in default hereunder, Debtor shall have the right 
in the regular course of business to process and sell, lease or 
otherwise dispose of the Inventory. Secured Party's security 
interest hereunder shall apply to all proceeds of all sales other 
dispositions of the Inventory. 
4. COLLECTION OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: In tt^event of 
default Secured Party shall have the right to notify Sjiy person 
obligated to Debtor on any of the accounts pertain»s *£> <-£he ^ 
Inventory to make payment directly to Secured Parx^* tcjMt^ke co 
possession of all proceeds of such accounts and tor—take7' each 
action which Debtor might or could take to enforce sucjjFfaccsHi^s, ^ 
including the right to make any compromise, dischargdG>cr l&fln&n- CO 
sion and the right to take possession of, sell or disggrse ^ f"^the
 u 
Inventory, the sale of which gave rise to an account. Unt§J "siich 
time as Secured Party elects to exercise such rights,^Sebtior is *** 
authorized to collect and enforce the accounts. The cost of such 
collection and enforcement, including attorney's fees and legal 
5. PROCEEDS: Debtor shall account rfy^SnPP^ faith-UK fully for all proceeds in whatever form J^fif^ftt llTilM t h e disposition in any manner of any of the Collar~ A 
6. RECORDS AND INSPECTION: Debtoruwidal «ta*aftM.f i^imes aflgjMS keep accurate and complete records of the ecured 
Party or any of its agents shall have the right at any time to 
enter any premises where any of the Collateral or records 
pertaining thereto are located to inspect the Inventory and to 
inspect, audit, check and make extracts from any records or other 
data relating to the Collateral or any part hereof or to any part 
hereof or to any other transactions between the parties hereto. 
Debtor shall provide to Secured Party updated financial state-
ments of the Debtor not less than quarterly during the term of 
this Security Agreement. 
7. GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS: If any of the accounts 
arise out cf contracts with the United States or any department, 
agency, or instrumentality thereof, Debtor will immediately 
notify Secured Party thereof and execute any instruments and take 
any steps required by Secured Party in order that all moneys due 
and to become due under such contract shall be assigned to 
Secured Party and notice thereof given to the United States under 
the Federal Assignment of Claims Act. 
8. CARE OF PROPERTY: Debtor shall: keep in effect 
all licenses, permits and franchises required by law or contract 
relating to Debtor's business, property or the Collateral; keep 
the Inventory in good condition and be responsible for any loss 
or damage to it; at all times warrant and defend Debtor's 
ownership and possession of the Collateral; keep the Collateral 
free from all liens, encumbrances and security interests; pay 
when due all taxes, license fees and other charges upon the 
Collateral or upon Debtor's business, property or the income 
therefrom; not misuse, conceal or in any way use or dispose of 
the Collateral unlawfully or contrary to the provisions of this 
Agreement or on any insurance coverage. Loss of, damage to or 
uncollectability of the Collateral or any part thereof shall not 
release Debtor from any of the Obligations. 
9. INSURANCE: Debtor agrees, at it's expense, to 
insure Inventory against loss, damage and theft to the full 
insurable value thereof with insurance companies and under 
policies and in form satisfactory to Secured ~Party. Proceeds 
from the insurance shall be payable to Secured Party as it's 
interest may appear and all policies shall 'provide for ten (10) 
days minimum written cancellation notice to Secured Party^ Upon 
request, copies of policies or certificates attesting £?ie 
coverage shall be delivered to Secured Party. Insurance ^jpc^as^ 
may be applied by Secured Party towards payment of any^bf tt^F 
Obligations, whether or not due, in such order or applicaiicrC^ aCa 
Secured Party may determine.
 §^ O Q 
j.w. Axvym I U r n m L t i ; xi ueoior rails to ma^e any 
payment or perform any act required by this Ijtef^CTPpY o r w h i c h 
Secured Party deems advisable to preserve th^^p^^BijaJLiOr any 
part thereof or the priority of perfecti<SiTADCC3ibuydcrrParty • s 
security interest, Secured Party may advance funds for the same 
and such advances shall be one of the obli9ft£^?nsjflpff|)(^9| hereby 
and shall be immediately payable with inteiWL**th4reSiT^at a rate 
of eighteen percent (18%). 
11. DEFAULT: Debtor shall be in default hereunder if 
any of the following events occur: 1) Debtor fails to pay any of 
the Obligations when due; 2) Debtor fails to perform any under-
taking or breaches any warranty in this Agreement or in any of 
the Obligations; 3) any statement, representation or warranty of 
Debtor herein or in any other writing at any time furnished by 
Debtor to Secured Party is untrue in any material aspect when 
made; 4) Debtor becomes insolvent or unable to pay debts as they 
mature or makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors or any 
proceeding is instituted by or against Debtor alleging that 
Debtor is insolvent or unable to pay debts as they mature; 5) 
entry of any judgment against Debtor; 6) death of Debtor who is a 
natural person or of any partner of Debtor which is a partner-
ship; 7) dissolution, merger or consolidation or transfer of a 
substantial part of the property of Debtor which is a corporation 
or a partnership; 8) an attachment garnishment, execution or 
other process is issued or a lien filed against any property of 
Debtor; 9) transfer of any interest in any of the Collateral 
contrary to the provisions of this Agreement without the written 
consent of Secured Party; 10) any of the Inventory is lost, 
stolen or materially damaged; 11) Debtor fails to maintain 
licenses, permits and franchises necessary for it's business 
operations. Waiver of any default shall not constitute a waiver 
of any subsequent default. 
12. REMEDIES: Upon the occurrences of any default 
hereunder and at any time thereafter, all of the Obligations 
shall, at the election of Secured Party and without notice of 
such election, become immediately due and payable and Secured 
Party shall have the remedies of a secured party under the 
Uniform Commercial Code or other applicable law, and 1) Secured 
Party shall have the right to enter upon any premises where the 
Collateral or any records pertaining thereto may be and take 
possession of such Collateral and records; 2) Debtor shall, if 
requested by Secured Party, assemble the Collateral and the 
records pertaining thereto at a place designated fag Stffcured
 r 0 
Party; 3) Secured Party may sell, lease or.otherwise 5isp£se_of 
any or all of the Collateral and, after deducting thg£ exp^cies CO 
incurred by Secured Party, including reasonable attorneyf$H:|^es &*> 
and legal expenses apply the residue to pay (or to ^ i f ^ ^ a 
reserve against) the Obligations; 4) Secured Party m a ^ g i v ^ ^ p y ^ 
notice to Debtor required by law by mailing such notice P<%£t3tje <J* 
prepaid, at least five (5) days before the event to a2gc ad^fsls + * 
of Debtor set forth in this Agreement; and 5) Secured P^gty$hall 
—
 _ . _ «.. ^ „ — _ « — . • — » « . « r « * w W W * . - * - ^ w w — w * * w
 f r « * * w w * A W . i . W * . 4 * W W U U C , O X J . M l V r f U l t S y C l l l U 
other amounts owed by Debtor in any capacityi £°/*sA$HFfd Party and 
Secured Party shall be deemed to have exe*CTyejy^uch -right of 
offset and to have made a charge agai^f^TC^yfsUcfeAnnoney or 
amounts immediately upon occurrence of such default, even though 
such charge is entered on the books of s3£U39d (B^ l^ ttl *§4bseQuervt 
13. GENERAL: This Agreement and any other writing 
evidencing any of the Obligations constitutes the entire agree-
ment between the parties any may not be altered or amended except 
in writing, signed by all parties. This Agreement shall be 
governed by the laws in which the Debtor conducts business with 
Secured Party. 
SECURED PARTY: DEBTOR: 
THE MEAD CORPORATION GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, INC. 
d/b/a ZELLERBACH - A MEAD COMPANY 
By: n 0 CM: tWl (Tl ^  fr By: ffAi^U£^f-0 
_ _ ^ _ 
Address: 2255 South 300 East Address: 534 Lawndale Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84125 Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
invagmt.ze# 
TV ^ CZ 
" as -
CIS) (Ml 
-A- ! £ J Cfctf 
Tab 9 
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GREAT WESTERN BANK CASHIER'S CHECK 3350080773 
A Federal Savings Bank 
REP£«EMCe OATE 
800 Eaat Ahsal Street . . „ , 
Sa l inas . CA 93905 1 1 - 6 0 7 9 / 3 2 1 0 
233-S00232-? 26AUG91 
PAY *0NE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS AND 00 CENTS* 
TO THE 4-MWES7 ONE BANK*** 
OROER 
OF 
RE: P 0 N / O w JQHNSQM 
/ZsrfC JllunA^ 
$10,000 or over requires two signatures 
if 3 3 500BO 7 7n» \\ 3 H 1080 7cl£i': ii'HSavaVi i Vill"* 
EXHIBIT 9 
EXHIBIT "A" 
ASSIGNMENT 
For <.nd in receipt of $1,700.00, the receipt and legal 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, West One Bank, Utah 
hereby assigns to Donald W. Johnson, without recourse or warranty 
and without representation as to the solvency of the maker: 
1. That certain Promissory Note date August 1, 1990 in the 
original principal amount of $50,000.00 executed by 
Graphic Reproductions, Inc., a Utah corporation, as 
Maker; 
2. That certain Inventory and Accounts Receivable Security 
Agreement dated August 24, 1989, given to West One Bank, 
Utah, as Secured Party, by Graphic Reproductions, Inc., 
a Utah corporation, as Debtor, and covering all of 
Debtor's accounts receivable, contract rights and 
inventory; 
3. That certain Guaranty given to West One Bank, Utah by 
William A. Schraegle dated August 24, 1989; and 
4. That certain Guaranty given to West One Bank, Utah by 
Ronald P. Miller dated August 24, 1989. 
The originals of which are all hereby atrached and 
incorporated herein. 
Assignor is the owner of the Promissory Note and holds the 
Secured Party's interest in and to the property named in the 
referenced Security Agreement, to the best of Assignor's knowledge, 
free and clear of any and all defenses, liens, claims, 
encumbrances, restrictions, and interest whatsoever. 
Effective as of this 27th day of August, 1991. 
ASSIGNOR: 
WEST ONE /SANK, UTAH 
&£*-
I T S : \fm- toftfflfifT-
1 
DONALD W. JOHNSON , - *=**^ . ^A/A j 
FRANCES J. JOHNSON' ^ . \ / <{}-& < 
920 GROVE ST 422-6441 ' ' 7 ^ . / , ~m / v . W 
SALINAS. CA 93901 Qv ^ ^ P /1 O^ /9 / / "-8079'3210 
GREAT WESTERN BANK EZE 
A FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK 
800 EAST ALISAL STREET 
SALINAS. CA 93905 . ^ . 
-t:3 2;oao7ci&i: 3 i i ? «"33s aooa33qn- /oo 100^3753.'* 
EXHIBIT 9 , PART 2 
Tab 10 
GRE^T WESTERN BANK I Jl CASHIER'S CHECK V_ 3350080773 
A Federal Savings Bank 
„ REFERENCE OATE 
800 East Alisal Street «« „ „ - , „ , „ „ „ 
S a l . n a s . C A 93905 11-6079/3210 
235-800233-? 26AUG91 
PAY *CN£ THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS AND 00 CENTS* 
***«**• *70G.GQ*f. 
TOTHE ite^or
 C N r g f l N K « j 
OROER 
OF 
S£: MNAL:- * JOHNSON A/75C ~^J>lun^ 
$10 OOO Of over requires two signatures 
"•^sodao??"1 I:3 2IOBO716«':'. n'Ti-savaunion' 
EXHIBIT 10 
EXHIBIT "A" 
ASSIGNMENT 
For i.nd in receipt of $1,700.00, the receipt and legal 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, West One Bank, Utah 
hereby assigns to Donald w. Johnson, without recourse or warranty 
and without representation as to the solvency of the maker: 
1. That certain Promissory Note date August 1, 1990 in the 
original principal amount of $50,000.00 executed by 
Graphic Reproductions, Inc., a Utah corporation, as 
Maker; 
2. That certain Inventory and Accounts Receivable Security 
Agreement dated August 24, 1989, given to West One Bank, 
Utah, as Secured Party, by Graphic Reproductions, Inc., 
a Utah corporation, as Debtor, and covering all of 
Debtor's accounts receivable, contract rights and 
inventory; 
3. That certain Guaranty given to West One Bank, Utah by 
William A. Schraegle dated August 24, 1989; and 
4. That certain Guaranty given to West One Bank, Utah by 
Ronald P. Miller dated August 24, 1989. 
The originals of which are all hereby attached and 
incorporated herein. 
Assignor is the owner of the Promissory Note and holds the 
Secured Party's interest in and to the property named in the 
referenced Security Agreement, to the best of Assignor's knowledge, 
free and clear of any and all defenses, liens, claims, 
encumbrances, restrictions, and interest whatsoever. 
Effective as of this 27th day of August, 1991. 
ASSIGNOR: 
WEST ONE /SANK, UTAH 
BYs 
I T S : \fm- ViMr" 
Tab 11 
FILE COPY 
Charles W. Hanna (1236) 
SMITH & HANNA, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
311 South State Street, Suite 450 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801) 521-8900 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
THE MEAD CORPORATION, d/b/a ] 
ZELLERBACH, a MEAD COMPANY, ] 
Plaintiff, ] 
v.
 4 
DDCON PAPER COMPANY and ] DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, ] 
Defendants. ] 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, ] 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ] 
WEST ONE BANK, UTAH, ] 
Third-Party Defendant. ] 
1 AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL C. HESS 
1 Civil No. 920902302CV 
I Judge Frank Noel 
EXHIBIT 11 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Paul C. Hess, being first duly sworn, deposes and states that: 
1. Affiant is a Vice-President of West One Bank, Utah a Third-Party 
Defendant in the above-entitled matter. 
2. This affiant had responsibility for collection of the loans to 
Graphic Reproductions and makes this affidavit based upon his own knowledge. 
3. On August 27, 1991, Donald William Johnson paid West One 
Bank, Utah the sum of $1,700.00 for an Assignment, a copy of which is attached as 
Exhibit "A" to this Affidavit. 
4. On August 27, 1991, the sum of $1,700.00 was the full amount 
owed by Graphic Reproductions to West One Bank. 
5. The $100,000.00 loan made to Graphic Reproductions by West 
One Bank was secured by a $100,000.00 Letter of Credit issued by Wells Fargo (the 
"LOC"). The second loan made by West One Bank to Graphic Reproductions in the 
amount of $50,000.00 was secured by the accounts receivable of Graphic Reproductions 
and by the LOC. 
DATED this lt~ day of March, 1993. 
- 2 -
nSJBB^5rOTCl|kV0RN to before me this | r ^ day of March 1993. 
(tar4-. k/w<# 
•mxerutm 
fBEASTOSOUM 
•tfuxEcntuwi wit 
CCMM. EXP. JULY 5.19M 
* — — — — ~ — — — — NOTARY PUBLIC * • , 
My Commission Expires: Residing in: u t l T L^tl££ 6(77/1 > IAJQJT 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify on the _ ^ d a y of March 1993, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL C. HESS was mailed, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Elwood P. Powell 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL 
175 South West Temple, Suite 510 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1410 
Steven H. Gunn 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
P. O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Michael L. Allen 
SUTTTER AXLAND ARMSTRONG & HANSON 
175 South West Temple, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1480 
MLA60.31 
- 3 -
Tab 12 
STEVEN H. GUNN (A1272) of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Attorneys for Defendant Dixon Paper Company 
79 South Main Street 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
OO0OO 
THE MEAD CORPORATION d/b/a : 
ZELLERBACH-A MEAD COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, STATEMENT OF STIPULATED 
: FACTS 
V. 
DIXON PAPER COMPANY, and DONALD 
WILLIAM JOHNSON, : Civil No. 920902302CV 
(Judge Frank Noel) 
Defendants. : 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, 
Third-Party 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
THE MEAD CORPORATION d/b/a : 
ZELLERBACH-A MEAD COMPANY, 
DIXON PAPER COMPANY, and WEST : 
ONE BANK-UTAH, 
Third-Party 
Defendants. : 
ooOoo 
The Mead Corporation ("Mead"), West One Bank-Utah 
("West One"), Dixon Paper Company ("Dixon") and Donald William 
Johnson ("Johnson") by and through their respective attorneys 
stipulate to the following facts: 
EXHIBIT 12 
1. On or about August 24, 1989, West One loaned 
Graphic Reproductions the sum of $100,000.00. This loan was 
evidenced by a Promissory Note, a copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 1. The payment of this note was secured by an 
irrevocable letter of credit of Wells Fargo Bank ("Wells Fargo") 
in the amount of $100,000.00, a copy of which is attached hereto 
as Exhibit 2. The applicant for the letter of credit was the 
Jack T. Baillie and Frances B. Baillie Trust (the "Trust"). 
2. In conjunction with Wells Fargo's issuance of its 
letter of credit of August 2, 1989, the Trust and Wells Fargo 
entered into a certain Application and Agreement for Standby 
Letter of Credit dated July 31, 1989. A copy of the Application 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
3. Johnson and his wife are beneficiaries of the 
Trust. 
4. By a letter agreement dated August 6, 1989, 
Johnson agreed to reimburse the Trust for any payment it was 
required to make to Wells Fargo resulting from a draw on the 
letter of credit. A copy of the letter agreement is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 4. 
5. Also on August 24, 1989, West One loaned Graphic 
Reproductions the sum of $50,000.00. This loan was evidenced by 
a Promissory Note, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 
5. The payment of this note was secured both by the Wells Fargo 
irrevocable letter of credit described above, and by a Security 
-2-
Agreement covering inventory and accounts receivable, dated 
August 24, 1989, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. 
6. The Security Agreement states in part: 
On this 24th day of August, 1989, Graphic 
Reproductions, Inc. "Debtor", hereby agrees 
with and grants to West One Bank, Utah, the 
"Bank", a security interest in the following: 
All inventory of Debtor now owned or 
hereafter acquired and all additions and 
accessions thereto and all proceeds of its 
sale or other disposition. All of Debtors 
Accounts and Contract Rights presently 
existing and hereafter arising, the rights 
and interests of Debtor in goods, the sale 
and delivery of which gave rise to an Account 
or Contract Right and the proceeds of such 
Accounts and Contract Rights. All personal 
property in which Debtor has an interest now 
or hereafter in the control or possession of 
Bank and the proceeds of such property, 
herein collectively called the "Collateral", 
to secure all Debtor's present and future 
debts, obligations and liabilities of 
whatever nature to Bank (the "Obligations"), 
including loans made pursuant to this 
Agreement and Debtor's obligations hereunder 
. . . 
7. West One filed a financing statement with the Utah 
Department of Commerce - Division of Corporations and Commercial 
Code on September 5, 1989, as Entry No. 217738, a copy of which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 7. 
8. The Promissory Notes between West One and Graphic 
Reproductions were renewed on August 1, 1990 and are evidenced by 
two Promissory Notes, one for $50,000.00, a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 8, and the other for $100,000.00, a 
3-
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 9. The security for 
the respective Promissory Notes remained the same. 
9. On September 27, 1990, for valuable consideration 
Graphic Reproductions executed and delivered to Dixon a 
Promissory Note in the amount of $51,3 62.31 which note was 
secured by a Security Agreement covering inventory and accounts 
receivable. Copies of the note and Security Agreement are 
attached hereto as Exhibit 10. A financing statement was filed 
by Dixon on September 27, 1990 with the Utah Department of 
Commerce - Division of Corporations and Commercial Code as Entry 
No. 261292, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 11. 
10. On April 30, 1991, for valuable consideration 
Graphic Reproductions executed and delivered to Mead a Security 
Agreement granting Mead a security interest in Graphic 
Reproductions7 inventory and accounts receivable. On May 22, 
1991, Mead filed a financing statement covering the inventory and 
accounts receivable with the Utah Department of Commerce -
Division of Corporations and Commercial Code as Entry No. 286353, 
a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 12. 
11. On April 4, 1991, Randall Roberts, Assistant Vice 
President of West One, at the request of Doree Gordon-Miller, the 
Credit Manager of Mead, sent to Mead a fax stating that Graphic 
Reproductions had a $50,000.00 revolving line of credit with the 
bank, that the balance as of April 3, 1991 was $15,000.00, and 
-4-
that this line of credit was secured by accounts receivable and 
inventory. A copy of the fax is attached hereto as Exhibit 13. 
12. On August 8, 1991, West One drew upon the 
$100,000.00 Wells Fargo irrevocable stand-by letter of credit, a 
copy of which is attached as Exhibit 14, and received net 
proceeds of $99,860.00. 
13. On August 12, 1991, Johnson paid Wells Fargo the 
sum of $100,437.53. A copy of Johnson's check to Wells Fargo is 
attached as Exhibit 15. Wells Fargo's acknowledgment of receipt 
of $100,437.53 from Johnson dated August 12, 1991, is attached as 
Exhibit 16. 
14. After fees were paid, West One applied the 
$99,860.00 letter of credit proceeds balance, as evidenced by 
attached Exhibit 17, in payment of the $100,000.00 Note. The 
remaining amounts owing on the $100,000.00 Note, after 
application of the letter of credit proceeds, were paid from the 
proceeds of other collateral held by West One. These same 
collateral proceeds were also applied in partial payment of the 
amounts owing on the $50,000.00 Note. 
15. On or about August 27, 1991, Johnson paid West One 
the then remaining $1,700.00 balance due on the $50,000.00 Note 
and West One assigned its interest in the $50,000.00 note and the 
West One Security Agreement to Johnson. A copy of the $1,700.00 
check and the assignment are attached hereto as Exhibits 18 and 
19. 
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16. Mead claims a security interest in the accounts 
receivable of Graphic Reproductions in the amount of $177,897.81. 
17. Dixon claims a security interest in the accounts 
receivable of Graphic Reproductions in the amount of $22,521.31. 
Mead acknowledges that Dixon's claim to the accounts receivable 
is prior in time and right to that of Mead. 
18. Johnson claims that he has a first priority to the 
accounts receivable of Graphic Reproductions as a result of the 
$1,700.00 payment that was made and assignment received from West 
One on the $50,000.00 note. 
19. Johnson also asserts that he has the right to be 
subrogated to the security and security interest of West One 
received from Graphic Reproductions to the extent of his 
$100,437,53 payment. 
20. West One's security interest is prior in time and 
right to the security interests of Mead and/or Dixon. 
DATED this J[x_ day of January, 1993. 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Steven H. Gunn * 
Attorneys for Dixon Paper Company 
6-
DATED this day of January, 1993. 
SMITH & HANNA, P.C. 
DATED this 
Charles W. Hanna 
Attorneys for Mead Corporation 
d/b/a Zellerbach-A Mead Company 
day of January, 1993, 
SUITTER, AXLAND, ARMSTRONG & 
HANSON 
DATED this 
Michael L. Allen 
Attorneys for West One Bank-Utah 
day of January, 1993. 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL 
Elwood P. Powell 
Attorneys for Donald William 
Johnson 
6959/shg 
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Tab 13 
Charles W. Hanna (1326) 
SMITH & HANNA, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
311 South State, Suite 450 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 521-8900 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTYr^r 
' - - n ,\ 
STATE OF UTAH 
THE MEAD CORPORATION, d/b/a 
ZELLERBACH, a MEAD COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DIXON PAPER COMPANY and 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, 
Defendants. 
FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 920902302CV 
Judge Frank G. Noel 
WHEREAS the parties, Plaintiff, The Mead Corporation, by 
and through its attorney, Charles W. Hanna of Smith & Hanna, and 
Defendant, Dixon Paper Company, by and through its attorney, Steven 
H. Gunn of Ray, Quinney & Nebeker, and Defendant, Donald William 
Johnson, by and through his attorney, Elwood P. Powell of 
Christensen, Jensen & Powell, have stipulated as follows: 
1. On July 21, 1993, this Court granted the Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Donald William Johnson determining that 
Defendant, Donald William Johnson, has a first priority lien on the 
collateral, that Dixon Paper Company has a second priority lien in 
such collateral, and that The Mead Corporation has a third priority 
lien on such collateral. 
EXHIBIT 13 
00369 
2. The parties further stipulate that the claim of 
Dixon Paper Company may be fully compromised and settled by payment 
of the sum of $45,000.00. 
3. The parties further stipulate that Dixon Paper 
Company may be paid from the trust account holding the collateral 
at West One Bank the sum of $45,000.00. 
4. The parties further stipulate that the Plaintiff's 
Complaint as it pertains to Dixon Paper Company, the Counterclaim 
of Dixon Paper Company, the Cross-Claim of Dixon Paper Company, and 
the Third-Party Complaint of Donald William Johnson against Dixon 
Paper Company shall all be dismissed with prejudice; 
WHEREAS this Court's ruling on July 21, 1993, awarding 
Johnson a secured position superior to Mead's and Dixon's positions 
rendered moot Johnson's third-party claim against West One Bank; 
AND, WHEREAS all claims involving all parties to this 
action have now been heard and resolved by this Court; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all claims against Dixon Paper 
Company are dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Johnson's Third Party 
Complaiint against West One Bank is likewise dismissed. 
- 2 -
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this order incorporates all 
previous rulings of this Court in this matter and shall constitute 
the Final Order and Judgment from which any and all appeals may be 
taken. ^ 
2$ DATED this day of February, 1994 
APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Charles W. Hanna 
Attorney for The Mead Corp, 
Hono 
Distri^  
\iJvkk\ -4A4* sA~/ Ste en H. Gunn 
Attorney for Dixon Paper Co, 
Slwood P. Powell 
Attorney for Donald Johnson 
fichael L. Allen 
Attorney for West One Bank 
- 3 -
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CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
I hereby certify on the J^Q day of February, 1994, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT was 
hand delivered to the following: 
Elwood P. Powell 
CHRISTIANSEN, JENSEN AND POWELL 
175 South West Temple, Suite 510 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1410 
Steven H. Gunn 
RAY, QUINNEY AND NEBEKER 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
Michael L. Allen 
SUITTER, AXLAND, ARMSTRONG AND HANSEN 
175 South West Temple, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
CWHUUDGMNTIE4 
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Elwood P. Powell, #2635 
Mark L. Anderson, #5185 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL, P. C. 
Attorneys for Donald William Johnson 
175 South West Temple, Suite 510 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 355-3431 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE MEAD CORPORATION d/b/a ] 
ZELLERBACH-A MEAD COMPANY, ] 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DIXON PAPER COMPANY and 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, ] 
Defendants. ] 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, ; 
vs. 
THE MEAD CORPORATION d/b/a ] 
ZELLERBACH-A MEAD COMPANY, ] 
DIXON PAPER COMPANY, and WEST , 
ONE BANK - UTAH, 
Third-Party Defendants, 
i ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S (SECOND) | MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, 
i PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO SET 
i ASIDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT OF JULY, 
i 21, 1993, AND DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
i TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S (SECOND) 
i MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
i Civil No. 920902302CV 
i Judge Frank G. Noel 
During the first part of 1993, plaintiff The Mead Corporation 
d/b/a Zellerbach - A Mead Company ("Mead"), defendant Dixon Paper 
Company ("Dixon") , and defendant Donald William Johnson ("Johnson") 
1 
filed Motions for Summary Judgment. (Mead's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, filed on or about February 17, 1993, is hereinafter 
referred to as "Mead,s First Motion for Summary Judgment"). 
On June 4, 1993, the Motions for Summary Judgment of Mead, 
Dixon and Johnson came on regularly for hearing. On July 21, 1993, 
the court resolved the Summary Judgment Motions of Mead, Dixon and 
Johnson, entering Summary Judgment as follows: 
1. The Cross-motion for Summary Judgment of Johnson was 
granted. 
2. The motions for Summary Judgment filed by Mead and 
Dixon were denied. 
3. The Court determined that West One Bank - Utah had 
a 1989 recorded security interest in the Graphic! 
Reproductions, Inc. accounts receivable and inventory| 
(the "collateral"). j 
4. The Court determined that Johnson had the firstj 
priority lien to the collateral as the result of the \ 
$1,700 payment that was made and assignment received from 
West One Bank - Utah of the security interest. 
5. The Court determined that Johnson was subrogated to 
West One Bank - Utah's collateral position, and had the 
first lien priority in the collateral held by West One 
Bank to the extent of his $100,437.53 payment to West One 
Bank - Utah, together with accrued interest, costs and J 
attorney fees. j 
6. The Court determined that Dixon had a second lien 
priority in such collateral in the principal amount of 
$22,521.31, together with accrued interest, costs and 
attorney fees. 
7. The Court determined that Mead had a third lien 
priority in the collateral in the principal sum off 
$177,897.81, together with accrued interest, costs and 
attorney fees. I 
8. The Court made no determination as to any claims! 
which Dixon may assert in the collateral, other than 
2 
those arising from its Promissory Note and Security 
Agreement dated September 27, 1990. 
On or about November 12, 1993, Mead filed another Motion for 
Summary Judgment. (This motion will hereinafter be referred to as 
"Mead's Second Motion for Summary Judgment"). Mead also, at the 
same time, filed a Motion to Set Aside the Summary Judgment of July 
21, 1993. Johnson thereafter filed a Motion to Strike Mead's 
Second Motion for Summary Judgment, and a Memorandum in support off 
his Motion, and in opposition to Mead's Second Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Motion to Set Aside Summary Judgment. | 
Mead's Second Motion for Summary Judgment, and Motion to Set 
Aside Summary Judgment, and Johnson's Motion to Strike all having 
been submitted for decision, and the Court having read the) 
Memoranda filed by Mead and Johnson, and being fully advised in the; 
premises, hereby 
I 
ORDERS, ADJUDGES AND DECREES as follows: 
1. Johnson's Motion to Strike Mead's Second Motion for{ 
Summary Judgment is denied. \ 
2. Mead's Second Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion to 
Set Aside Summary Judgment are both denied. I 
DATED this /P day of January, 1994. 
BY THE COURT: I 
Honorable rrank G. Noel 
District Court Judge 
3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the <<f ' day of December, 1993, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed first-class, 
postage prepaid to: 
Charles W. Hanna 
SMITH & HANNA 
311 South State, Suite 450 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Steven H. Gunn 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
P. O. BOX 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Michael L. Allen 
SUITTER, AXLAND, ARMSTRONG & HANSEN 
175 South West Temple, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
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FILED 
Utah Court of Appeals 
DEC 2 1 1994 
Marilyn M.Branch 
Clerk of the Court 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH 
THE MEAD CORPORATION, d/b/a 
ZELLERBACH, a MEAD COMPANY, 
Plaintiff and 
Appellant, 
vs. 
DIXON PAPER COMPANY and 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON. 
Defendants and 
Appellee. 
DONALD WILLIAM JOHNSON, 
Third-Party-
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
WEST ONE BANK-UTAH, 
Third-Party-
Defendant . 
CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
Appeal No. 940256-CA 
I hereby certify on the 21st day of December, 1994, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLANT was hand 
delivered to the following: 
Elwood P. Powell 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN AND POWELL 
175 South West Temple, Suite 510 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1410 
